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T ODAY:
Cloudy.
High:60.
Low: 40.

THE MURRAY STAT'E

SATURDAY: Dry, cool.
High: 60. Low: 40.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: 60. Low: 40.

Oct obe r 17, 1997
Vol. 73, No. 8

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
MSU's Student Government
Association is making a proposal this weekend to the
members of the Board of
Student Body Presidents
attempting to convice them
to bring their convention to
Murray next year.

Seepage2

Rape charge dropped
•Crime: Former Murray
State ,student Ben Freitag
has been cleared on a rape
charge after new defense
evidence placed him in
Madisonville at the time of
the alleged incident.
BY )AKE BURGESS
NEWS EDITOR

Op Ed
Stephanie
Schechner.
assistant professor of
French,
-L...o.o........._._;:::. explains the
programs inaugurated by the
Foreign Language Department and the importance of
globalizing.
Seepage

The Calloway County grand
jury has dropped all rape
charges against former Murray State student Ben Freitag.
The grand jury made its
decision after reviewing new
evidence collected by the
defense that placed Freitag in
Madisonville at the time of the
alleged rape. The defense presented phone records, receipts
and a signed affidavit by the
neighbor of, Freitag's wife,

saying he was at his wife's
house at the time of the
· attack.
Leah Cooper, assistant
Commonwealth Attorney, said
that both sides had agreed
that the Commonwealth
would drop charges if the
grand jury did not indict Freitag during its second hearing
of evidence.
The case will now·go back to
Public Safety, which will continue the investigation if the
student, who said she was
raped during the second
alleged attack on her on Feb.
2, wants to continue the
search for her attacker.
"Nothing went wrong in the
investigation," said Joe Green,
director of Public Safety.
He said that Public Safety
had only one thing that they
could go on at first when the

ing his class in Faculty Hall,
"It is incorrect procedure to
after getting a tip from · a show the victim one person,"
woman in Marshall County Jump said.
that the composite drawing of
He also said the case could
the attacker was Freitag.
be dismissed if an improper
He was later arrested and procedure is followed
charged with the rape.
In another campus rape
Mike
Jump,
detective case, Cedric D. Moore, a for' sergeant of the Murray Police mer Murray State student
Department, said the way from Marks, Miss., was indictvictim described her attacker. many police departments ed for the alleged rape of a
Mark BlaDkenship, defense identify possible suspects is by female student in September.
attorney for Freitag, said the getting enough pictures of the He was charged with one
way Freitag was identified possible suspect and five other count of sexual miscopduct, a
was wrong and that it was not pictures that look like the sus- Class-A misdemeanor.
proper police investigative pect.
Moore was accused of raping
procedure.
He said if the victim can a fellow student in her room in
Green denied BlankenshiiJ's identify the suspect then the Hart College with her roomate
present on Sept. 12.
contention, saying that his arrest is made.
methods were correct. He conJump said the only other
He was later arrested in his
tested that the suspect could circumstances under which a room in Regents College.
be chosen from a line up or the suspect can be identified is
Moore will appear for his
way Freitag was chosen.
whenthe victim knows who arraignment in Calloway
Freitag was identified by the attacker is without a County District Court next
the student when he was leav- doubt.
week.
Joe Green:

The director of
Public Safety
defends the
Investigation
methods used in
this case. but
others disagree.

.
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Light my fire

Our \vbrld
You may have
heard about it,
but what do
really know
~~~--~about the
Beanie Babies phenomenon?
Find out more about the
mania surrounding these little dolls.
Seepage

•

SWing
•Politics:
Richard
Dissinger and Bob
Jackson, state Senate
candidates,
rallied
their supporters on
campus Wednesday.
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College.L~/e
Millions of people purchase
pagers and cellular phones
to keep in touch In today's
high-tech world. But is the
cost and hassle really .worth
it? Find out what you should
know about the newest
communication technology.

Seepage
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Sports

Seth Dixon/The New5

Murray
State added
another victory to
their season
Saturday, defeating Austin
Peay 5 1-0 in the Homecoming game.

Tung Dinh of Martial Arts America uses a knife-hand strike t o shatter flaming cinder blocks during t he Homecoming
parade Saturday. Dinh said that t his move is used to demonstra t e the unleashing of potential.

Swinton breaks Racer reception record
~·

down for the day.
"It was supposed to come to me," he
said. "That seemed to make the record
Reggie Swinton, a senior wide receiver catch more memorable for me, because I
Seepage
for the Racers, knew he had set a Uni- knew that the ball was coming to me and
versity reception record during the that I had the chance to get the record on
Homecoming game against Austin Peay that specific play. The first thing I
University, but· the full realization of thought after the catch was, 'Dang, I
broke the record.'
- - - - - - - - - - - - ' that catch has yet to set in.
"The next thing I wanted to do was
really hasn't hit me yet," said SwinPolice Beat.............. see page 2
hug
Coach Johnson on the sidelines. I
ton, who is from Little Rock, Ark. "It will
Letters.....................see page 4
really
appreciate what he has done for
probably take two years or so for it to
College Views ........see page 4
me. My second thought was to take the
soak in.
Calendar................see page I0
"When 1 came here, I had goals to help ball to my mom in the stands and show
Comics..................see page I0 MSU win games and to make it big. I am my love for her and for what she has
Classifieds............. see page 16 still working on those goals. These catch- done."
Swinton said his mom being at the
es right now are feeling good, but it will
be awhile before I really get used to peo- game made the moment even more speple saying that about my career at MSU. cial.
"She has always been a big supporter
Right now, my current goal is to beat
News...•.•.•..•..•.... 7 62-4468
of
me, and I love her dearly," he said.
Eastern Kentucky."
"My
goal was to get the catch and give
Swinton caught a 40-yard touchdown
College Life ....... 7 62-4480
the
game
ball to my mother. She really
S ports ................7 6 2-448 1 pass to break the all-time MSU recepdeserves
it."
tion record . It was a play designed for
Edito f'loin-C hief .. 7 6 2·6877
Setting the record does not really
that very purpose.
Advertising....... 762-4478
change
things though, Swinton said.
Before the game, Head Coach Denver
Fax...•...... ;.......... 762·3 175 Johnson told Swinton that he wanted
"To my peers, I'm just one of the guys,"
O nline:www.the n ews.org him to break the record b~fore &itting he said. "None of my friends look at me
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Dick Dissinger and Bob
Jackson, the two candidates for the 1st district
Kentucky Senate seat, visited their supporters on
campus Wednesday.
Dissinger, a Mayfield
Republican, went to a
meeting of the College
Republicans on Wednesday
afternoon.
He
explained his platform and
strategies for implement- .
ing student support ~d
putting volunteers to
work.
"You are very important
in my campaign and I'll
need your help," he told
the small group gathered
PJea'le see RACE/17

'

different just because I am a football
player. I don't want to be treated like a
big-time superstar all the time.
"I do like to see kids get excited about
the games 1 play, because I love kids
dearly. I just like to be treated like a normal person. I have ~o admit, though, that
I have been blessed. If my career ended
right now, I would have no complaints.
The Lord has been very good to me, and
given me many gifts. I have had wonderful parents, a great family, a terrific wife
and numerous other blessings. One of
those blessings has been to play for the
Racers, Swinton said.
"It's good to know that people recognize your talent,'' he said. "There are a
lot of guys that come. to college, and they
all have a great desire and love to play
the game. I have been blessed with the
opportunity to start here and possibly go
on to the NFL. I want lo take full advantage of it. My life at Murray outside of
football has been very difficult, but I
have become accustomed to that. Murray has been a great learning experience
both on and otT the field for me. I will

Photo Illustration

Please see SWINTON/17

Danny Vowel and
Seth Dixon/The News
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Rainey T. Wells
statue dedication
Oct. I 8 Murray State
University will unveil a
statue of Its founder,
Rainey T. Wells, In a dedication ceremony at 9:30
a.m. Saturday behind
Pogue Library. The bronze
statue was created by Ed
Breathitt, and made possible by donations from
alumni and friends.
A shuttle bus will transport anyone wanting to
attend from Stewart Stadium, before the football
game which begins at
I I :30 a.m. The shuttle will
bring the guests back
before the game.
Music, speakers, seating,
and refreshments will be
provided. For more information, contact the alumni
office at (502) 762-300 I.

Book signing
Mickey Garrison, Karl
Flood and Chris Coulson,
of LoS CoMICS, will be at
the National Boy ·scouting
Museum for a book signing
on Saturday, from 2--f p.m.
Their new book and
comic, "Los Source" and
"Saguarrior" will be on
sale. For admission to the
museum, a special group
rate of $3.50 per person
will be offered from 2--4
p.m., The museum is open
Tuesday through Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
and 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday. The museum is
located on the campus of
Murray State. For more
information call (502) 7623383 ..

Virtual economics
workshop Oct. 21
Teachers of K- I 2 grade
students who plan to use
virtual economics are
invited to a free workshop
at Calloway County Middle School Library on
Tuesday, from 4-7 p.m.
The workshop is offered
by the Center for Economic Education at Murray
State.
This workshop will
involve proper use of the
virtual economics CDROM, and each teacher
attending will receive a
CD-ROM suitable for IBM
and Macintosh computers.
The Kentucky Department of Education has
approved this workshop
for KERA credit, and
teachers may earn three
hours of credit. To register, contact Barry Brown
at (502) 762-4277 or
Wanda Johnson at (502)
753-5479 or (502) 7539790.

Economics America
workshop Oct. 27
The next free workshop
for teachers using Economics America will be
Monday, Oct. 27, in Hopkinsville from 4-7 p.m. It
will be held at the University Heights Academy
Library, 1300 · Academy
Drive. To register call,
Barry Brown at (502) 7624277 or Barbara Kissner at
(502) 886-0254.
Briefs compiled by
Lori Burliryg, contributing
writer

SGA hopes to host
conference again
•SGA: Murray State SGA
will make a proposal to the
Board of Student Body
Presidents to host the next
conference.
BY )ASON kEMP
STAFF WRITER

Members of the Student
Government Association will
travel to Frankfort this weekend to present a proposal to
the Board of Student Body
Presidents that would bring
the Kentucky Student Government Conference to Murray
State next year.
After the proposal was completed, Student Government
Association President Todd
Earwood said it was taken to
President Kern Alexander,
Curris Center Director Jim
Baurer and vice-president of
Student Affairs Don Robertson
to get their feedback and support.
Earwood said the conference,
which is held annually in February, consists of student government representatives from
universities across Kentucky,
discussing issues affecting university campuses and demonstrating how each student government is run.
Earwood said the schools
included are . University of
Louisville, University of Kentucky, University of Northern
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky
University, Western Kentucky
University, Kentucky State
University and Murray State
University.
Earwood said each of the
schools bids to host the convention.
"We are fighting UK and U
ofL right now to have it here,"
Earwood said. "They (UK and
U of L) want it, and normally
they can get it. But I want to
•

I

win."

Earwood also said one of the
motivations for bringing the
conference to Murray State is
because it has not been held

here in more than five years.
"The conference does not go
on a rotating basis," he said. "I
don't know if (the conference)
has been held here in the
1990s. It's been about six or
seven years since it's been held
at Murray State.
"We (the committee) have
written the proposal to the
board to show them that Murray State is serious about
bringing students here to see
our facilities and to see what
Murray State has to offer."
Earwood said all of the invited schools have an opportunity
to host the convention; however, Murray State, University of
Kentucky and University of
Louisville all have expressed
interest for this year.
Earwood said he has the
support of Eastern Kentucky
University, Northern Kentucky University and Morehead University for bringing
the convention to MSU.
"I've gotten them to agree
that if the convention is held at
Murray State they will bring
their 10 representatives from
their student governments,"
he said. "It's a necessity for
students of the Commonwealth to hear other institutions' problems and ideas ....
It's necessary in order to
achieve success. As long as we
can find problems and issues
from other institutions, the
students of the Commonwealth can help each other."
Earwood said another reason (or bringing the convention
here is to let MSU's student
government serve as a model
for other universities to consider following.
, "We have a phenomenal student government structure,
and many other schools are
~ondering why Murray State
keeps growing and why Murray State gets more funding,"
he said. "This would be good
for the rest of the state to realize why Murray State is so
good, and they can realize this
on a first-hand basis."
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That's loud

Seth D1xon/The News

Harry and Anabelle Murray, of Murray,watchthe Homecoming parade last Saturday
with their grandson, Landon Russell.

FBI investigating recent hate
crime .against Murray family
pects or calling a summons for
court. The FBI does not play a
role in the sequence of events
after the verdict by the grand
jury.
"The FBI only handles the
investigation,"
said
Pat
BY HARRY ROWEN BASH
Bayshore,
a
FBI
agent.
(ONTRIBUTING WRITER
If the case were to continue,
charges
would be filed and the
The group which confessed to
suspects
would enter pleas.
leaving hate flyers on the lawn
Finally,
a
trial date would be
of a Calloway County family will
set.
face a federal grand jury in PadThe four Calloway County
ucah in November. An investiresidents,
three males and one
gation by the Federal Bureau of
female,
signed
confessions to
Investigation is underway. The
the
hate-flier
incident
that took
results of the investigation by
place
on
the
front
lawn
of Betty
the FBI will be presented to the
and
R.V.
Oliver
Sept..
12.
grand jury.
The Oliver family found their
This is the first step in the
judicial process. The grand jury lawn scattered with letters from
will decide if the amount of evi- a group calling itself the Last
dence found by the FBI will Rites. The letters stated that
cause further action. This action the family should leave their
would include arresting the sus- home due to their race.

•Investigation: Federal
court to determine if evidence exists to warrant
prosecution.

The FBI is currently investigating the background of the
incident. The outcome of the
judicial activity will also deter-.
mine the actions of the Calloway
County Attorney's Office. Local
charges could be filed after the
grand jury makes a decision.
The case has been taken to
the federal court due to the
nature of the crime. The federal
court has the ability to press
stronger charges than local
courts.
"Civil rights are coming into
play," said Stan Scott, Calloway
County sheriff. ''The penalties
are more harsh at the federal
level than a local setting. The
FBI has leeway in that. We will
know where to go from there."
The incident caused a major
disturbance in the Murray community. A rally in support of the
victims took place a week later.

Work order response time varies by job
Regardless of the extent of the
•Repairs: With 66 repair workers,
problem,
one can be sure the FaciliFacilities Management attempts
ties Management staff has dealt with
to respond to student housing it at one time or another.
work requests in a timely manner.
Since Aug. 1, there have been 318
BY BRIAN HENSON
STAFF

WtiTER

Buildings get old and things break.
Light fixtures don't work and neither
do some of the toilets. These are just
a few ·things the Facilities Management staff faces on a daily basis as it
tries to keep up with a seemingly endless pile of repair request forms.
These forms deal with problems
ranging from leaky faucets and
burnt-out light bulbs to closet doors
slipping off track.

requests made for electrical repairs
and 386 requests for plumbing
repairs. These 700 repair requests do
not include requests made by students, which fall in ten other categories.
Jeremy Faith, a sophomore agriculture business major from LaGrange,
Ky., appreciates the efforts made by
the Facilities Management staff. "I
feel they do a good job. They have a
lot to do, so I understand how long it
takes," said Faith.
For some students, an understanding of the number of repair requests

Facilities Management faces, still feel
repairs take too long,
Samantha Herrell, a senior middle
school education major from Chandler, Ind., says she and her roommate
had to wait between seven and eight
months to get a leaky window fixed, a
problem dating back to the middle of
the last academic year. "Housing does
make an effort to fix whatever problem we're having, but (they) take a
long time to do it. It makes us feel like
we aren't important."
Dewey Yeatts, director of facilities
management, has confidence in his
repair staff, which is made up of 66
repair workers, in spite of the large
numbers of repair requests.
"I think we do a pretty good job of
responding. I'd like to think we've got

Tuition increase possible
for 1997-98 school year
•Money: Tuition increases seem to be as not to overreact to the sticker prices at the
routine as attending classes for college most expensive colleges. He noted that
almost 3/4 of the five million students at
students nationwide.
four-year institutions in the survey are payBY DONALD LAWSON
STAFF WliTER

With every school year, raising tuition is
on every student's mind. In a study published in the Oct. 3 edition of The Chronicle
of Higher Education, the average cost of college tuition and fees was found to have risen
5 percent this year-the same proportional
increase as last year.
According to the article, the increase will
raise Murray State tuition and fees from
$2,060 to $2,120. Out-of-state students will
be charged $5,720.
In the article, Donald M. Stewart, president of the College Board, urged familie$

ing less than $8,000 dollars per year for
tuition.
"Headlines that scream about the inflation
of tuition and fees only serve to innate the
fears of American families," Stewart sajd.
Thomas Denton, vice president of accounting and financia1 services at Murray State,
said that the proposed tuition increa$C is
currently being discussed by the Council for
Post-Secondary Education.
The proposed increase would raise tuition
for in-state students by $30 per semester
and $180 per semester for out-of-state, nonresident students.
Denton said that the proposed tuition
increase is in the process of being finalized.
A final decision should be reached by Nov. 2.

a good reputation for responding
when notified," said Yeatts.
However, Yeatts does stress that
some repair orders must be placed
ahead of ,others, hence the reason
why it may take a person much
longer to get a light bulb replaced
than another person to get a broken
lock fixed.
·
'
"If (the repair) is an emergency~
then it's priority one and will be
taken care of immediately, whereas a
blown-out light bulb won't be top priority" commented Yeatts. "Anytime
it's anything that could injure someone or could further damage property,
we will get to it quickly," he said.
From Aug. 1 to Oct. 15, facilities
management has filled more than
1,900 repair request forms.

University officials planning to
upgrade Carr Health facilities
ball.action will be relocated. This
transition will free up Carr
Health for the planned renovations.
Currently, Carr Health's main
function is recreational. The renBY GAIL KOLLHOFF
ovated Carr Health v.ill still pro·
(O..,'TRIBUDNG WRITEl
vide for recreation, but Dewey
Yeatts, director of facilities manMurray State is working to agement. said the center will be
acquire more than $10 million in geared toward the instructional
state funds to give the Carr side of health and physical education and the support of sports-oriHealth B~lding a facelift.
ented studies.
Carr Health has been part of
Renovation plans include
Murray State since 1935. lt origi- adapting the building to meet
nally consisted of three gyms, higher sufety standards, providfacilities for boxing, wrestling ing better handicapped accessibil·
and handball, six classrooms and ity by installing elevators and
a small area for offices. The build· wheelchair ramps, and creating
ing also housed varsity basketball more computer equipped class·
games until they were moved to room space.
Racer Arena in 1954.
The Capital Planning Advisory
With the completion of the Board in Frankfort is scheduled
Regional Special Events Center, to vote on this'project later in the
the major basketball and volley- month.

•Renovation: Officials
hope to renovate Carr
Health.

~~-----------·~~------------------------~---------~~----~-'------~·
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Flu hits
M urray State
.
-stomach Flu: A flu bug is going
around the Murray area affecting
students and citizens of the community.
jENNIFER PIERCE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray: State studenta and members
of the community, have recently. had a
serious encounter with Viral Gastroenteritis which is also known as the common stomach nu.
"It is common for the Health Services
department to treat one to two students
a week for this illness," said Judy Lyle,
Murray State health educator.
For the last two to three weeks approximately three to five students a day have
been seeking medical treatment.
Although the weather is not tho· only
cause for this recent outbreak, it does

tend to spread more easily during fall
and winter months.
Stomach flu is the inflammation of the
intestinal t ract caused by a virus, bacteria or parasites. Symptoms most commonly appear within four to 48 hours
after exposure to the virus.
There are several ways to identify the
stomach flu. These include the symptoms that are displayed, length of illness
and the conditions surrounding the contraction of the virus.
Most commonly recognized symptoms
are nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain,
body aches and fever. More serious cases
often include dehydration, involuntary
weight loss, vomiting of blood, excessive
sweating and clammy skin.
Cases that include severe dehydration,
identified by intense thirst, sunken eyes,
reduced urine output, lethargy, doughy
skin and a rapid heartbeat, often requir e
admittance to the hospital.

The doctor should be immediately n otified ifliquids can not be held down for at
least 12 hours, the whites of your eyes
become yellowish, a fever over 102
degrees occurs or if the abdominal pain
becomes severe. If any of the symptoms
listed above persist more than 72 hours
Health Services encourages you to seek
treatment by a health care provider.
Although no anti-viral drug exists,
there are ways to treat the symptoms.
Drinking warm non-carbonated fluids in
small sips, avoiding dairy products, getting plenty of rest and eating dry food
such as toast, rice, cooked cereal and
crackers will help contain the vomiting
and nausea. For more severe cases,
Health Services has prescribed Phenergan, an antihistamine th at reduces nausea and vomiting. The majority of stomach flu cases last 24 to 72 hours, and
most simply run their course before
being flushed from the body.

Alcohol poisoning kills MIT student
•Drinking: MIT has
begu'n working to combat
alcohol abuse following
the death of a freshman.
Bv LORI BURLING
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Administrators are saying
that colleges and universities
need to plan a program to
fight alcohol abuse among
college student::;. What has
provoked this sudden interest in combating college alcoholism?

On Monday, Oct. 6, Scott living in fraternity houses,
Krueger, an 18-year-old prohibit the use of MIT funds
freshman from the Massa- to buy alcohol for events
chusetts Institute of Tech- where students under 21 are
nology, died from an alcohol present, and hold seminars
overdose after attending a focusing on "binge" drinking
fraternity party.
and alcohol abuse.
Immediate action was
Last year at the University
taken after the death. The of North Carolina, five stuschool sent letters to all stu- dents died in a fraternity
dents concerning their alco- house fire after a night of
hol policies on campus, but partying and drinking. As a
MIT President Charles Vest result of this, the university
went a step further.
began to try to fight the problem
of alcohol abuse.
Vest declared that new
dormitories would be built to
The university began to
lessen the number of men schedule 8 a.m. classes on

Friday to try to banish the
Thursd ay nigh t drinking
bashes, held an a lcohol-free
orientation event, banned
alcohol ads on t h e radio network that br oadcasts Tar
Heel football games, and
began a campaign called
"Don't Get Wasted."
Elson F loyd, executive vice
chancellor at the University
of North Carolina, said, "In
order to tackle this very complicated pr oblem, one has to
change the environment, and
it's going to take much more
than traditiona1 methods."

Police Beat
Oct. 9

12:12 p.m. An auto accident was reported at the Curris Center parking
lot. No Injuries were reported.
Oct. 10

1:24 a.m. The study area on the third floor of Regents College had a
fire alarm activated. No fire was found. A candle was burning and had
scorched the carpet.
Oct.11
2:44a.m. Muhammannad Hussain was arrested tor operating a vehicle
on a suspended driver's license.
3:50 a.m. Jacob Keown was arrested for DUI and lodged tn the Calloway County Detention Center.
1:48 p.m. An auto acddent was reported at Stewart Stadium during
Tent City festivities. No injuries were reported.
2:05 p.m. An auto accident was reported at Stewart Stadium dunng
Tent City festivities. No injuries were reported.
3:20p.m. A fire alarm was reported at the the Curris Center. No fire was
found. The first floor pull station had been activated. Murray Fire Depart·
ment was dispatched to the scene.
5:03 p.m. Carla Cown reported the theft of her wallet at the football
~me. She lost $65 and various identification cards.
7:34 p.m. A student injured his/her arm with a broken glass in While
College. The student was transported to Murray Calloway Hospital by
ambulance.

Oct. 12
12:16 p.m. A Med-o-Vac helicopter landed at Stewart Stadium. It was
gone at 1:29 p.m.
.
10:27 p.m. Someone sprayed the fourth floor of Hart College with pep·
per spray,
Ocl13
9:00 a.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the Business Building for a
woman who had fainted. She was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
8:27 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the South Gym of the Carr
Health Building for an injured student. The student was transported to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment. The student was
released the next day.
Oct. 14
5:14a.m. Eric Crawford was arrested for DUl and lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
10:52 a.m. An auto Accident was reported on Calloway and Kentucky
avenues. No injL.Ifies were reported.
5:02 p.m. Christopher Carneal was cited for disregarding a stop sign.
5:51 p.m. Teresa Norsworthy reported the theft of personal property in
the mall area.
9:21 p.m. Birthday candles set off a fire alarm In Regents College.
11 :34 p.m. A fire alarm was activated in the West Kentucky livestock
and Exposition Center by a sprinkler valve.
Ocl15
2:49 a.m. Noise complaint reported in the 900 block of College Courts.
2:38 p.m. Bryan Peters reported the theft of his bicycle from Elizabeth
Hall.
10:08 p.m. A student reported being harrassed and threatened.
Racer Escorts - 10
Motorist Aaalsts-8

It's noc what you can do for your university newspaper,
it's ~hat we can do for you. we give you The News!

Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess,
news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office. •

--~

GET WHAT YOU CAME FOR
Murray State University's 1997

1 o a.m. - 2 p.m.

3 p.m. s p.m.

Tuesda~

Oct. 21, 1997

career Fair
Reception {Students, Faculty, Recruiters}

* Bring your Resumes
* .Dress Professionally
* Make Contacts with 70+ Companies
Sponsored By:

•

rvtces
For more information, please call 762-2906 or 3802

~

21 o Ordway Ha II

ViewPoint
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Errors possible in investigation procedure

,Q •

Rape charges against former student Ben Freitag, were dropped this
week after new evidence placed him
in Madisonville at the time of the
attack.
Since his arrest in April, Freitag has
been under strict surveillance from
both the media and the public.
People should question how it is
possible for a man to be arrested for
a crime that he was not even present to commit.
Joe Green, director of public safe-

If you could be any ani·

mal what would you be and
why?

•

Name: Jason
Almand
Major: Safety
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Mayfield
"Fish, 'cause
people tell me I
drink like one."

must have gone wrong. It may have
started with the identification of the
suspect.
Issue:
There was no police line up. The
Charges we dropped against former
victim had no compariso':l from
student Ben Freitag.
which to make an identification on
Position:
her attacker. Normal police proceMajor errors were made by Public
dure requires some type of comparSafety during the investigation.
ison before a victim identifies the
suspect, unless the victim positively
Identifies the attacker without help
ty said, "nothing went wrong in the
from the law enforcement agency.
investigation."
It is understandable that Public
But, that is impossible. Something

Our VieuJ

Safety would be under pressure to.
find the attacker. Frequent media
coverage combined with a fear of "
repeat attacks campus-wide could
have caused Public Safety to feel a
need to arrest someone-anyone.
But, that does not excuse a lack of
competence in the investigation.
As of now there are no leads in
the investigation. By not following
the common proceedure of at least
a photo line up, Public Saftey must
start over with virtually nothing.

My
View
Name: Suzanne
Key
Major:
Environmental
Engineering
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Elizabethtown
"An alien so I could travel all
over the universe."

Name: Shawna
Sue Simpson
Major: PreVeterinary
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Hickman
"House cat
because they get all kinds of
love and attention and table
scraps. I want to be spoiled."
Name: Dan Cecil
Major: Manufacturing Engineering
Technology
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Newburgh, Ind.
"Tiger, cause
they are crafty, intelligent, and
they are cute."

Name: Will
Jerome
Major: Business
Administration
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Madisonville
"Shark.
They're smart and they rule
the waters, scare the mean
people away."
Beth Bradley/Staff
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Nothing
funny in
pranks

Your l7ielus
Students responsible for
Homecoming success
To the editor:
The 1997 Homecoming celebration has
officially come to a close. Many people
put a great deal of effort into making the
event a successt These efforts resulted in
a successful parade, tent city and
pregame festivities. I hope everyone
enjoyed the day!
The game between Murray and Austin
Peay proved to be in accordance with our
theme, "Forever Champions." During
the pregame festivities, Angie Roberts
became our 1997 Homecoming Queen.
She will represent MSU well!
I would like to express my appreciation to everyone that·contributed to the
weekend. The members of the Student
Government Association went out of the
way with their words of encouragement
and support. The University Center
Board, Student Senate and Judicial
Board did and outstanding job helping
to manage t he parade. Naming everyone
would bt: impossible, but I truly believe
that the group as a whole was the backbone of the event.
A special thanks also goes to the
Alumni office for a wonderful tent city.
The flower donations made by Kroger
were also greatly appreciated.
I hope everyone ef\ioyed the weekend
and is looking forward to next year's celebration. Homecoming is truly a time to
enjoy what is happening at MSU and
what is to come. The support I have
received has been outstanding. I looked
forward to next year's celebration.
Ashley Brooks
Homecoming Chair

Continue su~fort for
Racer footbal team
To the editor;
Thanks for the tremendous support
that you displayed for your Racer football team during last weekend's Homecoming game and surrounding nctivities.
Over 15,000 fans at the game against
Austin Peay. That was great!
We need you even more this weekend
when we take on Eastern Kentucky on
Saturday morning at 11:30. While we
won't have as many alumni in from
around the country, I'm sure we can still
have that many fans (or more) on hand
at Stewart Stadium. Make it a point to
bring someone with you. Get out of bed

This commentary has only
one message. I do not intend
too initiate deep thought. I
don't mean to plunge into the
depths of the human psyche. I
don't even have a point to ponder. My quest is merely to
address whomever is pulling
the Hart College fire alarm,
and request that they end their
practical joke.
If you do not live in Hart Colearly, come on over for pre-game tailgat- student affairs, Dr. Robertson was with- lege, let me illustrate what a
ing and get ready to show the television in his rights. No where does it say we typical night has been in the
audience watching throughout the can't have open parties, but we were past week.
'
South what kind of spirit we have in specifically told not to advertise them,
Usually, the frenzy begins
especially when B.Y.O.B. is put in the around 3am, it could be earlier,
Murray.
The last time we played EKU here we ad. Contrary to popular belief, Dr. maybe later, I can never tell
had over 16,000 fans cheering us on. We Robertson didn't wake up one morning because without fail I am
need you again! Nothing can lift a team and say, "Let's tick off the fraternities!" sleeping. Then, the alarm
like a home field advantage and we are He was just fQllowing through with the sounds. That alone would not
bother me. However the bangcounting on you this Saturday to help us warnings given to each fraternity.
ing on my door, combined with
keep our OVC winning streak intact.
The next item ofbusiness is this openthe
hall traffic and my darling
Again, on behalf of the entire team, closed part argument form Mr. Bradley.
suitemate
who insists that I
coaching staff and athletic department, For your information the original All·remove myself from the buildthanks for your help last weekend. See Greek Party proposal passed. (I believe
ing causes me to emerge form
you at Stewart Stadium this Saturday you were at that meeting C.D.). Accord- my bed and descend the stairs
for this important conference game.
ing to his article the proposal failed. with the others.
This is false, it passed originally but a
Like a flock of extremely
Denver Johnson
fraternity who voted in favor of the pro- dazed sheep, we congregate
Racer Football Head Coach
posal chose to have it reconsidered the outside in our pajamas.
But, that was only the first
following week. Upon reconsideration,
1 think my exact words
night.
the proposal failed, mainly due to the
·hearing
the alarm for the
upon
Editor's comment~
controversial wording of the original
second
night
were,
"Go tO hell,
unprofessional, chilaish
proposal. Currently IFC is working on
rather
burn."
I'd
To the editor:
possible party proposals in a committee
I really wouldn't rather burn,
This is in response to last week's edi- with representatives from each fraternibut
I had a sneaky suspicion
torial by C. D. Bradley, "Administration ty.
that someone was just being
treating students like children." For the
As Editor-in Chief of the Murray State cute. I also suspect that if I
two plus years I have attended Murray News, I thought you could write a more ever see the person who is
State University I have never read an
mature and professional article which allegedly pulling the fire
article which bothered me. I guess
would capture your complaint, construc- alarms I wouldn't find them so
there's a first time for everything.
tive criticism, and even offer possible cute.
I can understand as a student wanting
I love a good time and I like
solutions. I guess I was wrong. This artifreedom and taking on the responsibility
having fun. However, continucle should have never been written as
of being on your own. This is the reason
ously pulling the fire alarms is
C.D. Bradley, Editor-in-Chief. It should dangerous-not funny.
I'm at college four and a half hours away
have been written by C.D. Bradley, a
Come on little pranksters, we
from home. I can also understand not
member of
fraternity. Your all know the story about the litwanting to be "controlled" by school offiposition for the paper should be to write tle boy who cried 'wolf.' Unforcials and administration. Mr. Bradley
articles
containing news, not an article tunately, Aesop never pubmakes it sound like they're changing our
whining
and bashing an administrator lished the chapter about what'
diapers. Calm down there C.D., we'll let
happened to the little shepherd
you change your own diapers so you'll (totally unprofessional). It's obvious that
after all of the villagers got
boy
your fraternity was one of the fraternistop crying!
upset. They did
extremely
C.D. Bradley's article dealt with the ties involved. For that I'm sorry, but you make a movie though, I think
actions taken by Dr. Don Robertson, were warned well in advance. You can't it's rated 'R.'
vice-president of student affairs. Dr. criticize someone for doing their job,
Perhaps a bit of reason would
Robertson notified various national only for doing their job wrong (as you help. Ignore the fact that falseheadquarters of some fraternities on have done by abusing your position on ly setting off the alarm is a
felony. Let's imagine that you
campus due to their party advertise- the paper).
pull a fire alarm every day for
C.D.,
from
one
Greek
to
another,
grow
ments. Though some felt this was
five
days and on the sixth day
extreme, every fraternity was warned up! You're in a position to write an intel·
there
is a real fire. If no one
well in advance. To be more precise, ligent article about relevant and campus
runs
out
of their room and peothey were warned at the first IFC meet- wide issues. It shouldn't be used to bash
ple
die
because
they believe it
ing of the year.
an administrator on behalf of your frais only anotper joke; would you
C.D. was right when he said the Uni- ternity (that is what Letter to the Editor
feel even a twinge of guilt?
versity does not own his fraternity house is for, like what I'm doing now)! You
I hope so.
and that he (or his fraternity) is respon- stated that you are 20-years-old and you
The moral of the story is simsible for what goes on at their house. A are not a kid, I haven't quite seen proof ple. Stop pulling the fire
fraternity at Murray State University is of that yet!
alarms, for yourself and for my
a part of Murray State <I know it's a
sanity.
tough idea to grasp). Therefore, the UniJennifer Sacharnoski is the
versity should have some guidance over Jay Vaughn
Viewpoint Editor for The Mur- the Greek system. As vice-president of Junior
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EqUestrian clUb wantS team status
I am a member of a sportl team. Not an NCAA
recognized sport, not a sport recognized by many
of our school officials, not even a sport many
MSU students have even heard a bout. This
"sports" team is the Murray State Equestrian
Team.
There are thirty-seven riders on the team,
many of whom have won National and World
titles in their respective divisions. We have
team members coming from all over the nation
including New York, Wisconsin, Florida and
even California. Murray State has an equestrian
team that is obviously more well known
throughout the country than on our own campus.
.
It just seems. funny to me that with the
tremendous draw the Equestrian Team has, we
don't receive much support from the University
itself.
We practice almost every day of the week in
events ranging from jumping, to western plea-

In My
OpinioJZ
KIMBERLY RUSH

sure, to reining and hunter under saddle. We
have one of the best coaches I have ever worked
with, Brien Terry. He was a member of t he team
when he attended Murray.
The equestrian team competes in many shows
throughout the year including Regional and
National Championships representing the University. Last weekend, the equestrian team competed at Southern Illinois University. The team
came home with more awards that any other

team in the competition. We have already
proven ourselves as a "championship" team and
are ready to defend our number one status at our
home show at the end of this month.
Why then, after all of the teams' accomplishments, are we looked at as second rate by the
University?
The equestrian team was established 21 years
ago, and still, the University will not grant us
the same standing as any other varsity sport.
The team has won three team national championship titles, an .incredible number of regional
titles and several individual national championships.
With all of our success it would seem that we
would receive a bit more recognition and a little
more support. The university has not granted us
the financial support that many of the members
believe we deserve. As team members we must
pay our own entry fees, transportation, hotel
accommodations, food and equipment. Last

weekend alone I spent $40 on j ust entry fees. ~
Before I came to Murray State University, I
did not mind competing individually, that was
the way it had to be done. Now, I have a team pf
other individuals who support me and offer
encouragement every time I am in the ring.
When any of us place; we .all win.
Cu'rrcntly, our team is called The Murray
State University Equestrian Club. We transpose
the words team and club. We define ourselves tJ.S
a team because we spend hours together working for a common goal - to succeed in our sport.
The University and the students have called us
a club for over two decades. We have proven our·
selves, through our accomplishments, as a great
team. All we ask is that we are rerognized for
the sportsmen that we are.

Kimberly Rush is a freshman pre·ueterina'">:
major from Cocoa, Fla.

.Pagan Association
suffers opposition
The excitement fills the air. The sound ofbrass
bands are echoing in peoples' heads. The parade
is ready to begin.
The sun is shining. It is roughly about 80
degrees. It must be a perfect day to march in the
parade... isn't it? What can go wrong?
We take our first steps toward the cheering
crowds and to our surprise it begins to rain.
Through the crowd a voice rings out, "Look,
here comes the vampire club."
We kept on walking thinking hopefully the sun
will clear and the rain would disappear. Of
course t he rain did not disappear , it continued, it
grew at point to a storm with words such as
"Hell" and "Godless," but we rose our heads high
and continued walking.
You are probably wonde ring why tbe'rain did'
n't stop us. The reason is freedom.
At Saturday's Homecoming parade the Student Pagan Association made a social attempt to
go forward in the eyes of the public for the first
time. It seemed that the SPA became a sharp
piece of glitter in the eyes of the public. The only
reason why I could tigure out why we were taken
that way was becaU!~e of ignorance. The ignorance lies within the name of the organization.
The word Pagan means a religion other than
the religions of Christianity, Islam and Judaism;
which allows a lot of breathing room for all other
faiths. The SPA spans many different beliefs
from Wicca to Atheism. The organization has
Christians who attend meetings and who walked
with us in the parade. The Student Pagan Association is an organization that believes in religious tolerance, a group that promotes the find-

In My Opi11 io11
EDDY SAKOWICZ

•
ing and understanding of the individuals faith
and truth.
Maybe it wasn't ignorance that made them say
that, maybe it was fear. Let me explain the concept of our organization in the parade. We decided to go in a singular color for one reason - to
look like u uniformed organization. The reason
we used a bltick car was because the morning of
the parade we were greeted with the knowledge
that our light brown truck had tire problems. Or
maybe it was the man in make-up - the man in
gothic clothing and make-up was just u.tilizing
his freedom of expression, as we all do in one
way or another.
As the parade route continues the SPA has
their umbrellas up protecting us from the ethnocentric rain. We will continue to march to the
tune of tolerance above all and the search for
truth. So the SPA will walk in the rain and
splash in the puddles, but hold the sun of
enlightenment close to their heart.

Eddy Sakowicz is the president of the Student
Pagan Association.

Murray leading in the race to globalize:
As the 21st century approaches, the
imperative to "globalize" our ways of
thinking grows •more insistent. The
United States, while commonly
referred to as a "melting pot" of cui- .
tures, has not been a leader on all
fronts in the race to "internationalize."
Even as the United States leads the
way in terms of international commerce and technology, the basic foreign language skills of most Americans are woefully inadequate to the
tasks ahead of us. In spite of the growing numbers of HLc;panic and Asian
immigrants to the United States, most
Americans remain obstinately monolingual. The citizens of most foreign
countries are at least bilingual and
often trilingual. In this respect, the
United States remains decidedly
behind the times.
Here at Murray State University,
President Alexander has asked us to
widen our point of view to include the
many nations of the world. His initiatives, including the recruitment of
international students and the development of new s tudy abroad options,
have served to motivate many of us to
think about ourselves and our work in
an international context. These programs follow in the footsteps of sever-

institute for high school teachers ray State has begun a multi-faceted
developed by Dr. Connie Garcia Blan- outreach program, spearheaded last
My
chard, the chair of the department of year by Dr. Keri Bryant, assistant
()jJilliOJl
foreign languages at Murray State. profesRor of German. I have worked
The program will be held in Segovin, with Dr. Bryant since early this sumSpain for the first time in 1998. 'fhis mer on this outreach project. Our
STEPHENIE
program is designed to serve as a pilot efforts include Foreign Exchange, a
SCHECHNER
program for high school teachers. foreign language teacher newsletter,
KIIS, in coQjunction with the foreign Foreign Language Forums, weekend
language department at Murray .in-service workshops, visits to area
schools and continuing education
al "international pioneers" whose State, is looking to develop similar
courses offered on pedagogical topics.
work has put Murray State at the programs for high school teachers in
forefront of international networking France and Germany in the near
In addition lo these outreach initiafor the last few decade:;. The early future.
tives, the foreign language departThese programs represent just one ment sponsors a number of on-campus
efforts of Dr. Milton Grimes helped
put Murray State on the map by aspect of a new outreach initiative events .and activities to give students
developing a number of study abroad being inaugurated by the foreign lan- and the community at large the oppor- •
programs in cooperation with other guage department. Western Kentucky
tunity to expand their knowledge of
universities in Kentucky. 'l'hc Ken- is home to many distinguished high
foreign cultures. Cinema Internationtucky Institute for International Stud· school for eign language teachers.
al, a weekly :;creening of films from
ies is a trailblazing project which has These teachers have prepared stuaround the world organized by Dr.
developed both semester long and dents well for the coming century by
Mike Waag, professor of Spanish, has
summer programs in France, Ger· sharing their expertise and love of forbeen offering the only screening of formany and Spain as well as in Mexico, eign cultures. One challenge faced by
eign
films in Murray for a number of
Greece, Italy, Austria, China and teachers in our region is isolation.
Ecuador. The summer program in Many teachers are the only pcrRon years. Free and open to the public,
France, based in Paris and Autun, trained to speak a foreign language in films are shown every Thursday, Friwas lhe brainchild of Mrs .. Suzanne their school. In order to offer teachers day and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Keeslar of the foreign language a chance to communicate with others Curris Center. 'fhc Foreign Language
in their field as well as to continue Club offers students the opportunity
department of Murray State.
their professional development. 'I'he to participate in a range of cultural
The newest program is n summer foreign language department at Mur- activities including Okloberfest and a

In

'

Soiree Francaise. Alpha Mu Gamma,
advised by Dr. Micah Howe, is a 1
national honor society for foreign Ian-:
guage students. Each year the foreign;
language department hosts the!
regional Foreign Language Fest.ival,
which draws the participation of highi
school students from all over western :
Kentucky.

!

I want to encourage all students to:
participate fully in the "international!
experience" offered here at Murray ''
State. Take advantage of course offer·:
ings with a global perspective. Partie- :'
ipate in extracurricular international :
•
events sponsored by the University. '
The University's move toward globalization can only happen with the full
participation of the community and
Murray State students and faculty. As
the newest member of the foreign Ian- :
guage department of Murray State
University, I am excited to be making
a connr.ction with the Foreign Language community of Western Ken- '
tul'ky nnd hope to enlarge and enrich :
this community as we move together :
toward the 21st century.
I

Stephanie Schechner is an assistant .
professor of French.
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Our World
Beanie Baby .
The Murray State News
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Barbies. G.I. J oe. Ca bbage
Patch Kids.
These are all familiar words to
students, but what about Beanie
Babies? These are the toys that
have taken America by storm,
.and their story is one of luck and
good old-fashioned marketing.

Search for Beanies spreads to Murray
Bv MANDY

WOLF

ASSOCIATE EDITOR AIIID

CHRISTINE HALL
STAff WRITER

For stuffed animals, they're not
really very stuffed.
But that hasn't stopped Beanie
Babies, one of thf> hottest toys to hit
the market since Cabbage Patch
Kids, from growing both in sales and
in popularity among children and
adults.
Check out any elementary school.
You are likely to see tons of tots with
Doodle the Rooster or Patty the
Platypus hanging out of the zippered
pockets of backpacks.
Check out any sorority house on
campus and you're likely to see a
Beanie mascot or two gracing the
dressers of women.
But how did this phenomenon
begin, and how has it affected the
residents and students in Murray?

Cinderella story
In 1992, Ty Warner, toy maker and
owner of the Ty Inc. corporation,
thought up the idea of a small,
· understuffed, soft dog.
In 1993, Warner gave the dog a
name, Spot, a birth date and a poem
inside a heart-shaped name bearing
the company's name.
The rest is history.
The Ty company has experienced a
number of growing pains, said Betsy
McKinney, owner of Betsy's Hallmark in Benton.
McKinney has used the company
for several years, and has carried the
Beanie Babies for about two years.
She said the Ty corporation has
had to move from a four-dock shipping warehouse to a much larger
operation in Oak Brook, Ill., a town
close to Chicago.
"For some strange reason it just
caught like wildfire," McKinney said.
The Beanies are now being shipped
overseas and are as popular there as
they are in the United States. ·
Ty Inc. has limited the number of
• businesses that can sell the posh critters to small card and specialty
shops, though large retailers such as
Wal-Mart and Toys "R" Us have
attempted to persuade Warner to sell
to their markets.

Going to mark et
The critters jumped in market
sales 1,000 percent last year, and
those watching the Ty company
closely expect sales to jump another
1,000 percent this year.
As the toy line grew larger adding political donkeys and elephants, dinosaurs and the regular
assortments of dogs and cats- the
company decided to "retire" some of
the oldc~t Beanies. That is, simply
stop making them.
And that is when the madness
started.
Because the retired Beanies
became harder to find, die-hard collectors began to pay extravagant
prices in order to buy such soughtafter animals as Peking
the Panda and
Flash the Dolphin.
In September 1995, Ty
Inc., introduced
a tie-dyed bear
named Garcia,
reportedly named after
the Grateful Dead's Jerry Garcia,
who had died the previous month.
Soon after, the colorful bear disappeared from the shelves, and
rumors of royalties to the
Garcia family began circulating.
Later, another tiedyed bear, this one
named Peace and bear-

I,

=:t
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ing an embroidered peace symbol,
. replaced the missing Garcia.
It doesn't stop there.
There is a ghost, the only non-animal Beanie, and pals from the bamyard, the jungle and the sea.
There is even one from Canada
that can only be bought across the
Canadian border.

Local babies
Locally, western Kentucky residents have thrown themselves fully
into the craze.
The toys are priced for families on
a budget, at $4.95 to $6 each.
"From a retailer's perspective,
these things are crazy," McKinney
said.
People drive for 30 or more miles to
McKinney's shop to attempt to find
the one or two Beanies they need.
And it's not just children who are collecting the Beanies. Adults find them
irresistible as well. Some are collecting for their children or grandchildren. Others are simply grabbing the
toys for themselves.
"There are some Social Security
children out there," McKinney said.
"Children who are old enough to
shave!"
McKinney has experienced some
squabbling among customers in her
sales, so she· has had to limit the
number of Beanips, people can have.
"We try to make as many people
happy as possible," she said.
First, McKinney sponsored a Children's Day, in which no one over 12
was allowed to purchase the toys.
"After all, they're supposed to be
for kids/' she said.
During her last big shipment, McKinney decided to sell the toys only to
people who brought in cans for Needline. The store <¥.>llected 2,200 cans
during the sale of the shipment.
Recently, to avoid the flood of calls
the store receives daily concerning
Beanie shipments, McKinney added
an extra telephone line at her home.
"We're not interrupted here from
our customers," she said.
McKinney encourages Beanie
lovers to watch for her fall Open
House Nov. 15.
Though she thinks the animals are
cute, she doesn't collect Beanie
Babies herself.
"There's a lot of things I don't
understand," she said. "Oh well, I
stood and screamed at the Beetles."
Readmore Books in Murray is also
a big supplier of Beanie Babies to the
cuddly-critter lovers.

'
Danny VoweiV The News
Be rnie, a St. Bernard, is just o ne of the Ill Beanie Babies offered by Ty, Inc., a toy company out of Illinois.
Jessica •Robertson, assistant manmy number one concern," she said. "I all unique," she said.
want people to know they have been
Hom's mother has several sets of
ager, said for months the store has
treated fairly when they walk out the the critters as well.
been bombarded by eager customers
door."
"She basically hunts down UPS
looking to get their hands on as
many of the new Babies as possible.
Medlock advertises when she will
trucks," she said. She'll travel 30
be holding sales in The Murray
miles just to get one."
"It has been crazy!" she said. "1
Horn said she plans to keep collectthink people have been following my
Ledger and Times and answers any
ing the latest Ty, Beanies, five new
UPS guy. We get at least 50 phone
phone calls that come into the store.
releases introduced earlier this
"Customers
calls a day and cusknow they can call
month.
tomers stand in
us everyday and they
Linda Moore, assistant director for
line forever."
"From a retailannual giving, has been collecting the
know we'll tell them
Robertson said
er's perspective,
critters since this summer, and is
the truth," she said.
she hardly has
attempting to get the whole Ty set
time to put the new
And for the
these things are
for
her eight-month-old grandson,
most part, customer
shipments on the
crazy!"
response has been
Austin, to have when he gets older.
shelves before cus"They're going to be valuable someexcellent.
tomers are clearing
- BETSY M CKINNEY,
Vintage Rose
day," she said.
them out.
STORE OWNER
"We recently got
received 2,100 Beanin a shipment of
ies over Labor Day
Price fix
about 48 Beanie
weekend, and they
Babies and in 20
sold out in one week.
While Beanies are priced with
minutes they were all gone," she
The store has sold nearly 5,000 this
the pre schooler in mind - at
year alone.
said.
$4.95 to $6 in most stores "If I could've gotten in 5,000 more, I
Readmore has not had the many
that price jumps dramatically
problems larger retail stores have
could've sold those too," she said.
when the toy is hard to find,
Medlock said having the Beanies in
faced concerning stealing or fighting
the store is enjoyable for her and for
over the Babies.
retired or simply resold by
the other store employees.
another
person. Here's what
Limits
"We love it when we have our
the going prices are for those
"We haven't really had any probBeanies because we have fun with
special cuddlies:
it," she said.
lems," Robertson said. "We have had
complaints from customers because
Tom Gaines, owner of Murray
we have a policy about limiting one
Florist, said his store has had less
• Peace the Bear: $70
per style per customer."
than positive experiences with the
• Steg the Dinosaur: (retired,
Some employees, though, have
toys.
1995) $285
experienced hostility from customers.
Gaines said some of the avid
• Spooky the white ghost: $42
uone employee was threatened by
Beanie collectors have been rude to
• Magic the Dragon: $90
three women because they wanted
his employees, causing him to queshim to hold Beanie Babies," Roberttion the intent of the buyers.
• Flash the Dolphin (retired,
son said.
"They're caught up in it," he said.
1997): $38
Robertson added the
"Some of the ladies are rude."
• Slither the Snake (retired,
employees made a pact
Nevertheless, it has not stopped
1994) :$525
in the beginning not
Gaines from keeping the store
. • Chocolate the Moose: $12
to become a fan of
shelves stocked with the animals
the Babies.
whenever he can.
Zip (all black, retired): $1 ,200
"'We will keep doing it if the cus''Most of the
Peking the Panda: $600
employees said
tomers are courteous towards us and
• Web the Black Spider
they weren't
towards each other," he said.
(retired, 1994): $390
going to buy any
Murray Florist tries to limit buyers
Beanie Babies. and to three per person if the shipment is
now they all have
small, or one per style if it is a larger
If you've collected these plush
shipment.
them," she said.
pals, the market values are for
At Vintage Rose Emporium
Collecting th e critters
perfect condition toys with the
in downtown Murray, Mary
original
Ty Inc. tags still
Anne Medlock puts her cus·
Holly Horn, junior from Mattoon,
attached.
tomers first when holding
Ill., has been collecting the stuffed
monthly Beanie sales.
a nimals since May 1996 and has 93
of them , including several retired
''Customer service is
Source: The Indianapolis Star
Photo illustration hy pieces.
"I love them because I think they're
Danny Vowell/ Th(• News
By M andy Wol(/ Associate Editor
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Student loan agency swamped
with requests from borrowers

Sketch in'

this way was meant to simplify the loan application and
repayment process. Students
now had one central place to
lake out and consolidate any
of the many student loans
they might need during their
BY jACQUELYN Kt DD
college
years.
DAILY UTAH CHRONICLE (U. UTAH)
Hundreds of thousands of
stut.lents flocked to the pro(U-WIRE) SALT LAKE CITY, gram.
Utah - Many college graduThe direct student loan proate!'! with student loans are gram represents close to $20
outraged over recent revela- billion of all outstanding stutions concerning the enor- dent loans, servicing 36 pcrmous delays and serious mis- ·cent of all students borrowing
management of the govern- for higher education.
ment's new direct student
Such popularity was not
loan program.
anticipated by the agency or
The Clinton administration the contracts it hired to run
created the direct student the program. They estimated
loan program in 1993, hoping processing dose to 8,000
to move student loans away applications each month, but
from private banks and into a when the doors opened, they
government-run agency.
faced more than 12,000 appli"Clinton pushed the pro- cations
a
month. This
gram because he felt it would response to the new program
return profits [from student quickly contributed to a huge
loans] back to the government backlog
of
applications.
who would then turn around Demand for loans was not the
and put those profits right
back into the program,"said only problem, however.
Julia Clayton, University of
Coupled with this overload,
Utah interim director of the computer services compafinancial aid and scholar- ny, hh:ed by the Education
ships.
Department to handle the
But last year alone over processing, grossly underesti900,000 financial aid applica- mated and consequently
tions were delayed by months underbid the project. Elecdue to computer glitches. tronic Data Systems (EDS)
Those glitches were just the has been forced to nearly doubeginning.
ble its workforce since it
Guaranteed student loans began the project in 1995,
were the only option students according to a New York
liad before. Under this pro- Times report.
gram, students borrowed
In the same report, George
money from banks, with the Newstrom, an EDS executive
government
guaranteeing refutes the charges they
that the money would be paid underbid sa~ng, "We didn't
back.
do that."
Under the new program.
Newstrom said EDS would
student loans are issued have had enough employees if
directly by the government. government estimates had
Reconstructing the program been correct.

•Studen t loans: President
Clinton's direct student
loan program appears to be
having problems.

Chris We.11herly/Tht> News

Noah Henett, freshman from Louisville works on a
sketch for his introduction to drawing class.
'

Mounds holds fair
STAFF REPORT

The
Wickliffe
Mounds
Research Center will host a
Natural Environment Fair on
Oct. 25-26 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
The fair will offer a wide
range of information about the
natural environment around
us, said Becky Fye, assistant
director at Wickliffe Mounds.
"This second year we have
hosted the Natural Environment Fair," Raid Fye. "The idea
is to give visitors the opportunity to talk to specialists about
the world around us.

Animal rehabilitation Peggy
Barbour of Wickliffe will be on
site both days, bringing animals with which she is currently working.
Outdoor and Native games
will be taught by environmental teachers from the Center
for Environmental "Education
at Murray State University.
Students from MSU will be
present to discuss raptor rehabilitation and will share information about the geological
formation of the region, including discussion about the area
being earthquake-prone, Fye
said.

Pointing fingers in a game
of who's to blame doesn't comfort the more than 84,000 who
are currently waiting for consolidation loan request processing, though.
In fact, the backlog is so bad
the government effectually
shut down the direct loan pro·
gram in August, refusing to
accept any new applications

Direct loan holders wishing
to consolidate into guaranteed
loans may also do so for one
year under the plan.
No matter the choice, however, interest will still contin ue to accrue on loans to holders granted forbearance during the time it takes the
agency to straighten itself out.
The bilJ goes even further,
with
a provision to take away
until the log jam is cleared up.
management of the direct loan
EDS estimates the.ill have program for top ' Education
the program back on its feet Department officials. Instead,
by Dec. 1.
the bill requires the departCritics, however, ask how a ment to hire a non-political
system so crippled by 12,000 appointee with financial mnn ·
applications a month expects agement expertise to oversee
to process more than 30,000 the program. All this in an
each month before its dead- effort to turn the government
line.
agency into a more businessDec. 1 or not, it's too late for like machine.
many graduates. Horror stoMost students don't have to
ries from students around the worry though, according to
country were heard in Con- Clayton.
,
gress earlier this month.
"It's not a terrific concern to
Graduates testified about los- continuing student:; until
ing mortgages, being threat- they're in repayment,.. Clayened with default, even the ton said. Even then, only n
double billing of loans stu- small percentage of Utah stu ·
dents are affected because
dents had already paid off.
These stories and the obvi- most colleges in the state
ous fault of the agency itself opted not to participate in the
prompted Republicans in Con- direct loan program.
gress to present a bill to ease
..For the most part, [UtahJ
what Deputy Secretary Mar- had no difficulties with guarshall S. Smith calls, "the antee agencies like other
unacceptable quality of ser- states," Clayton said. uThe
selection was made by the
vice [students] received."
university administration not
The Republican plan for
to
participate [in the direct
revamping the student loan
loan
program)."
program is to first, grant forTransfer
students from
bearance, or to suspend loan
states
like
Idaho.
Ohio and
payments for all direct loan
Florida-who
have
old sturecipients until the backlog is
dent loans-are the most likeresolved.
ly to face trouble, according to
Second, forbearance would
be granted to any student Clayton.
with guaranteed loans who
The House Committee is
wants to consolidate by using expected to take a look at the
Republican-bill soon.
the direct-loan program.

MID-TERM GRADES
undergraduates ONLY
All grades must be picked up starting
wednesday, oct. 22 at the
Registration Office, Sparks Hall Lobby.
ID REQUIRED
If you have any questions, caD 762-3776

Deadlines
Monday, oct. 20

Friday, oct. 31

second half-semester courses
begin. check dates on
five-week courses.
Last day to drop any fullsemester course. call
RACER TOUCH 762·3500.

students will receive grade
of "W" (no penalty}.

1st

lloween Volleyball Tournamen

hursday , Oct.

-

30

6 p.m.
Carr Health North Gym
Entry Fee is $45
Co-ed Double Elimination Tournament

For More Information Contact
Emily Forbes @ 759-4311
Shawn Smee @ 767-9906

Notify the Registration o ffice of any address changes at 762· 3776

'

Deadline is Oct. 27

Ne'Ws
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t 997 READER'S CHOICE AWARDS
vote for the best in our first
Reader's Choice Awards!

Best place to buy
clothes

Winners will be published in the Nov. 7 issue of
The Murray State News. All entrants will be entered in a
drawing for two free tickets to the Nov. 13
Tracy Lawrence concert at SIU. Ballots can be dropped
off at the newsroom in 111 Wilson Hall or mailed to:
11te Murray State News
2609 University Station
Murray, KY 40271
Entries must be received by Nov. 3.

• JC Penney
• Corn-Austin
• Dan's
• The Place
• D.K. Kelly
• The Edge
O ther_ _ _ __

Best buffet
• Sirloin Stockade
• Log Cabin
• Shoney's
• China House
• August Moon
Other_ _ _ __

Best fast food
• Sonic
• Subway
• Wendy's
• Taco Bell
• Hardee's
Other_ _ __

Best grocery store

Best restaurant
.

• Pagliai's
• Dumplin's
• Dutch
Essenhaus
• Los Portales
• August Moon
O ther_ _ _ __

Best meal under $10
(non:fast food)

• Kroger
• Storey's
• Piggly Wiggly
• Wal-Mart
Other_ _ _ __

Best pizza
• Matt B's
• Azzarrio's
• Pizza Hut
• Domino's
• Papa John's
• Mr. Gatti's
Other_ _ _ __

Circle your favorites, send in this page, and you could win
tickets for Tracy Lawrence!

Mac's
Minute Mart
Leeder Bottoms
West Wood
Warehouse
Party Block
• Party Mart
• Liquor World
Other _ _ _ _ __

Best coffee

• Log Cabin

• Wag
• Coffee Shop
• Log Cabin
• Sammon's
Other_ _ _ __

• Campus Coffee Shop

• Sirloin Stockade
• Rudy's
• T.J.'s
Other_ _ _ __

.

• Sammon's

Best beer

Best convenience
store

• Campus Coffee Shop

• Budweiser
• Corona
• Rolling Rock
• Amber Bock
Other_ _ _ __

• Pocket's
• Super America
• Jr. Food Mart
• G & A Ashland
Other_ _ _~--

Best burger

• Wendy's
• Sonic
Other_ _ _ __

• 96.9 Paducah
• 92.3
Jackson,Tenn.
• 103.7 Froggy
• 89.7 Hardin
Other_ _ _ __

~$177

KAOGI:R 5 Lb. Fie- SMied Plcg.

or

~ 99¢

• Wag
• Cheri
• Sullivan's
• The lake
• The Apple
Other_ _ _ __

Tlte Murray State News 111 Wilson Hall

Mail Ballots to:
Tlte Murray State News
2609 University Station, Murray, KY 42071

do "Reader's Ch oice"

Best movie rental

Name______________________________

• Cheri
• Blockbuster
• Movie World
• Vid eo Gold
Other_ _ _ __

Street Address.___________________
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _State _ __ Zip_

__

HORMEL
BACON

_ __

SAUSAGE&
BISCUITS
~c:-.y

-IUCitLAIID.

SWANSON

POT PIES

'IIMioor.-O<CNdlon

HUNGRY JACK
WAFFLES

-- $1
2.~~$5
....
TYSON

CHICK 'n QUICK
PACK

12oz.
cana

LUCKY LEAF
APPLE SAUCE
......... v -

_

Day Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

UORITll,
Regullf, Diet or C•tt.lne Free

2

• Parties
• Bed
• South
Other_ _ _ _ __

No p urchase necessary. Chances of
inning will depend on number of ballots received.
Emp loyees and volunteers of
Tire Murray State News are not eligible.
Deliver Ballots to:

Best first date

-

U.S.D.A. Choice Grein Fed Beef

Best place to go after
class
• Golf course

• Pogue Library
• Curris Center
• Waterfield
• Quad
O ther_ _ _ __

Best radio station

SACOCORN
COB CORN

KROGER DELUXE
ICE CREAM

Terrapin Station
Wal-Mart
Sunset Boulevard
C&R Books and
Music
O the r _ _ _ __
•
•
•
•

Best place to study

.

GROUND
BEEF

Best place to b uy CO's

Best road trip

BRYAN
JUICY JUMBOS

LONDON BROIL
STEAK

• Miller Memorial
• Ken Lake
• Boot's Randolf
• Sullivan's
• Kentucky Dam
Other_ _ _ _ __

• Memphis
• Nashville
• St. Louis
• Lou isville
O ther_ _ _ __

Best place to buy
beverages
•
•
•
•

Best area golf course

KROGER
PINTO BEANS
Doyfl·lbb111

MRS. WEAVERS
PIMENTO CHEESE

MARSHALL'S
BISCUITS
...,_,_

... .... ,....

u ......

7

GOLDEN FLAKE
CHEESE SNACKS
. .. c-.Pvll•

~c.~

7.' 2~/ 7~ ·

CAP'N CRUNCH
CEREAL
(11 OL) Regulw, (15 OL) Crunch
Betrl• or PMnut Bultet

,

... !JnMMeW~
DEOREE
DEODORANT

~··

.49¢

-SHANK-HALF
HAM
MASHL.owS.II
pound

RUSSET '
POTATOES
U.S. No. ·t All PurpoM
10 ..... -.c:

. .....
C I Hfl

NAVIL
OIIANGal

9
Colle
unication
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Volunteers needed
The Murray YMCA
needs help with Parents
night. Needline needs
people to enter data and
help sort and stock items
from the food drive. The
Calloway County Senior
Citizens' Center is looking for people to start
activities for the senior
citizens. Shared Care
needs people to read, talk
or visit with some of their
patients. The 4-H council
is looking for council leaders and people to help
prepare children for a
speech competition. For
more information, call
Davina Davie at 61 17 or
3808.

Eating too much?
Overeaters Anonymous,
a 12-step program similar
to Alcoholics Anonymous,
is a support group which
will start meeting in
Room 300 in Ordway Hall
Oct. 28 at 3:30. To join,
call the Women's Center
at 3140.

Trade show coming
Nearly 300 companies
from Louisville will be on
display and accepting
resumes on Oct. 18 at
the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center in
Louisville. Show hours are
I 0 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Eastern
Standard Time.) For more
information, call (502)
625-0000.

Teachers' workshop
A free workshop to
train K-3 grade teachers
about how to use the
Economics America curriculum will be held from
:4 to 7 p.m. on Oct. 20 at
Fulton County Elementary
School in Hickman. Space
is limited. To register call
Barry Brown at 4277 or
Barbara Young at 4435284 or 554-1894.

University
employees honored
Joe Haynes and Joe
Hedges are two Universi~ professors to be featured in the first edition
of Who's Who in the
Media and Communications. Haynes is the radiotelevision specialist in the
department of marketing
and public relations at the
University, Hedges Is
adviser of The Murray
State News and an instructor in mass communications.
Who's Who is a guide to
nearly 18,000 of the most
influential people in the
fields of media and communications.

Book signing soon
The creators of "Saguarrior," Mickey Garrison,
Karl Flood and Chris
Coulson, will be signing
their premier comic and
new book "Los Source"
from 2 to 4 p.m. Saturday
at the National Scouting
Museum.
Complied by Denise Higgins,

Assistant College Life Editor

a
Wireless communication
devices
convenient, costly
.
BY DENISE HIGGINS
ASSISTANT (OUEGE LIFE EDITOR

They are everywhere. They are interrupting clasees and invading dorm rooms
and cars across the nation. Are we losing
our privilege to be unfound? Are we
becoming a completely available society?
The sensation sweeping the country is
wireless communication. With the
advancements made in technology in
recent years, we can communicate with
others while traveling, shopping, and
even showering if you please.
Many students have them but what
does it cost to follow this trend? The cost
of cellular phone service packages, as
well as the minutes contained within the
packages, are fairly uniform across the
board. The same can be said with different paging services in the area.
As with the use of a normal telephone,
cellular phones can be expensive and the
bills confusing.
A representative from United States
Cellular said that the company takes
time to explain the different costs and
billing procedures to their potential customers in order to eliminate the "hidden
costs."
But there are new customers every
month which question the billing statements. Common complaints received by
different wireless communications dealers include taxes, activation fees, roaming costs and administrative fees.
However, most customers are satisfied
with their billing and seem to have no
complaints about their services.
Commitment is involved with the various wireless communication services. In
cellular phone service, there is usually at
least a one-year lease customers must
sign. Most companies sell either one or
two year contracts. Occasionally a customer will find that the package rates go
down with a longer contract.
Some cellular phone companies provide
a telephone with the service contract.
Other operators provide cellular phones
at a discounted price when customers

sign up for service with the prices ranging from 99 cents to nearly $800.
According to a sales representative
from Radio Shack, cellular phones offer
many ofthe same services as telephones
including call waiting, call forwarding
and conference calling. Caller identification is not a feature currently offered by
cellular phone dealers.
Unlimited calling on weekends is an
attractive feature to many customers.
This service can be purchased at an additional cost of approximately $10.
The United States Cellular representative said that basic plan including 35
minutes of ai; time for approximately
$30 a month with the unlimited weekends is the most popular service plan •
among college students.
Accessories for the cellular telephones
can also be purchased. These extras.
including telephone cases and adapters,
are not necessary additional costs.
The activation costs for cellular phones
can run approximately $30. A representative from United States Cellular said
that the company usually waives that
fee.
Activation costs for pagers are similar.
Monthly charges for paging services are
different from cellular phone charges,
Pagers can be purchased for $30 to $40.
Then service charges can cost $6 to $11
per month ..Most places have a limit of
500 pages per month, with an additional
charge for each page over the limit.
Arens covered by the paging services
vary from company to company. For an
additional cost averaging $5, voice mail
can be added to the average paging services. A lease is usually not required
with paging services. Monthly billing or
prepaid service are two payment options
available to customers.
USA Mobile is one of the local paging
companies which offer toll-free number1:1
to their clients. These toll-free numbers
eliminate the costs of long-distance paging.
The innovative technology advancements help keep everyone in touch.

Advantages, flaws found with use of cellular phones
SARAH WIGHT
(OLLECE LIFE EDITOR

You can forward a message
from your boss to a fax
machine, download your e-mail
on a computer and call your
mom, all while you're walking
to class with the touch of a few
buttons on your cellular phone.
With uses for cellular phones
increasing, the market is
steadily growing. The Feb.
1997 edition of Consumer
Reports estimates that there
will be an addition of seven
million cell phone subscribers
in 1997 to the 40 million that
currently exist in the United
States.
But is the cellular world all
that it's made out to be?
People across the country are
claiming that cell phones arc
making their lives a little bit
safer. Volunteer cellular crime
watch programs are crediting
cell phones for the decrease in
major crimes in their neighbor·
hoods.
According to a study by Florida International University on
the Neighborhood Cellular
Watch Project in Dade County,
crime was reduced by 33 per-

cent, robberies by 24 percent,
Using a cellular
and thefts by nine percent in a
combined area of 11 neighborphone while
hoods.
The volunteers said the celludriving increased
lar phones restored their faith
the risk of an
in their ability to make positive
changes in their neighboraccident by a
hoods. They were more willing
to call police about suspicious
factor offour.
persons and other non-emer-ThE NF.W ENG/.A.'VD
gency situations. Before the
watch group had access to celJoURNAl, OF MEVIC/.'IJE
lular phones, their choices were
not to call, find a pay phone or - - - - - - - - - - - - wait until they got home.
the phone. I decided a fter that
Safety is the reason many to get one."
individuals give for buying a
For Barber cell phones are
cellular phone for personal use. worth the hassle and cost.
"I think they're good, espe."Its definitely worth it," Barcially now," said Jon Eckers, a ber said. "Cell phones arc more
senior from Louisville, who convenient."
bought a cell phone for emer,Jennie :vfcKendree, a sophogency purposes. "It's more of a more from Paducah, said l:ihe
safety fealurc than anything."
UHes her cell phone very little
Chris Barber, a graduate stu- but she agreed with Barber on
dent from Houston, Texas, the peace of mind having one
bought his cell phone after he brings.
was placed in an emergency sit''Its mon.l comforting to know
uation a year ago.
its there," McKendree said.
"About a year ago \Vhen I was
For some students the convecommuting from Mayfield, I nience of cell phones goes
ran out of gas," Barber said. «I beyond emergency situations.
had to walk to someplace to use
Lindsay Branch, a junior

from Murray, said her cell
phone saves her money.
I use it at least two to three
times a day," Branch said. "I
can call my best friend in
Louisville because it's in my
calling range. It saves on long
distance."
"I wouldn't be without it," she
added .
However, Branch admits that
cell phones are not without
their problems .
"Sometimes service is not
good," Branch said. "The system gets busy a lot and you
can't get through. There's a lot
of holes where it won't work."
The holes in service can be
dangerous.
"Relators [of cellular phones I
warn not to use it. a.s a security
blanket because you never
know if you 'U be in range or
not," Barber said. "If you're not
in range then you can't use it. .
Here it's a problem because it's
so rural."
Other students have found
problems with the expense of
using a cellular phone.
Barber said he now leaves his
cell phone in the box because of
the cost of using it.

"Once I graduate and get a
real job I'll be able to use it
more," Barber said.
Gina Arnett, a senior from
Bluford, Ill., said she has never
used her cellular phone but she
still has to pay $20 to $30 a
month just to have it hooked
up.
"I don't really think it's worth
it," said Laura Ward. a junior
from Benton who got a cell
phone for emergency use.

A more serious problem being
blamed on cell phones is an
increase in traffic accidents. A
report form the Feb. 13, 1997
edition of The New England
Journal of Medicine reports
that using a cellular phone
while driving increased the risk
of nn accident by a factor of
four. This included people who
had used their phone up to 10
minutes before the accident.
This is the same risk seen in
those who drive under the
influence of alcohol.
While the uses and conveniences that come with purchasing a cellular phone seem
to be growing daily, owners
should use them with caution.
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Dylan inspiring, Denver lives on
Bob Dylan

Music /?evieu '."'·

'l;'ime Out Of Mind

Greg Stark

Jn the old days, Bob Dylan
was "knock knock knockin' on
heaven's door." Now he's
"lryin' to get to heaven before
they close the door."
"Tryin' To Get To Heaven"
as well as the other 10 tracks
ofT his album, Time Out Of
Mind, are not legendary vocal
trips by Dylan, as none of his
solo performances have been,
but li~ten to the words. Of
course, Dylan is known more
as a songwriter than a singer,
and the.words that he projects
in the songs on this album are
on par with his 1960s work, if
not better.
Dylan has reaffirmed his
faith, as in his recent trip to
Italy to play for the pope.
Before his live show with the
pope, he spent a few weeks
'T1W

• .

U08ll1~RilNE

near death in the hospital dur·
ing the summer. On '"Tryin'"
he explores that faith by wondering about life (The album
was finished before his med·
ical problems).
The album has an overall
bluesy feel. Church organs nnd
steel guitar give Dylan a com·
fortable atmosphere in which
he can perform.
Time Out Of Mind: A-

John Denver
John Denver's Greatest
Hits
The untimely death of John
Denver in an aviation accident
Sunday marks the loss of a
great contemporary artist who

was one of the most popular
sing£Jrs in the 1970s.
However, his music still
lives on. Perhaps one of the
best Denver compilatio.nil is
,John Denver's Greatest Hits,
relea::;cd in 1973. lt contains
many of his early hits, including "Take Me Home, Country
Roads," "Sunshine on My
Shoulders." "Rocky Mountain
High'' and ironically, "Leaving,
on a Jet Plane." "Leaving... " is
a song that was more popular
as a hit by Peter, Paul and
Mary.
After listening to this album,
I found that many songs that I
had not heard very much on
the radio were ones that were
the best on the album.
This is not an album lo listen to just driving down the
road. LiRten to it with fuJI con·
centration, through headphones before gd\ng to bed or

when you have a private time
dut;ng the day. This was made
when music was actually
appreciated, and it was a work
of art.
,John Denr•er'11 Greatest
1/its: A

Top five COs of the week
I. Various Artists • Gan1
Related
l. REM Essendal -In the Attic
3. Wydef Jean - Camlval
4. Rustad Root • Wlten I

Wob
5. Muter P • GhettO D

Top Country COs
I. a:-atty Loveless- Lon1
Stretch
l. Neal McCoy • NeG/
McCoy's Greatest Hiti
l . Hark Chesnutt • Thanlcs

Soles ln(Oimallon supj)lied by
Terropin Station

..

Week / lbecul
Friday, Oct. 17
•Chill Supper: All-you-can-eat for $5, 5 to 8:30 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse on 704 Vine St.
•Student Director' s Workshop: Five one-act plays directed by students, 7 p.m. in Room 3106 Wilson Hall

Saturday, Oct. 18
•Viking Day: sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, tailgate
party at 10 a.m. at the
•Arts and Crafts Festival: "Christmas in Marion," 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Fohs Hall in Marion.
•Student Director's Workshop: Five one-act plays directed by students, 7 p.m. in Room 31 OB in Wilson Hall

Sunday, Oct. 19
•Performance: Carrot Top, comedian, 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium
•Arts and Crafts Festival: "Christmas in Marion," 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Fohs Hall
·
•Bible Study: 7 p.m. at.the Murray Christian Fellowship House
•Meeting: Lutheran Student Fellowship, 5:30p.m. at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church ·
•Bible Study: 9:45a.m. in the lobby of Hart College

Monday, Oct. 20
•Midterm grades due at the Registrar's Office
•Second half-semester elasses begin
•Orientation: Fall 1998 Student Teachers, 12:30 to 2 p.m., in the
Barkley Room on the third floor of the Curris Center
•All Campus Bible Study: 6 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union

Tuesday, Oct. 21
•Career Fair: noon at the Curris Center Ballroom
-contest: Pumpkin carving contest sponsored by Alpha Delta Chi,
6:30 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union
•Concert: Performance by MSU Wind Ensemble, 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium
'
•Orientation: Fall 1998 Student Teachers, 11 a.m. to ·12:30 p.m.
and 5 to 6 p.m., in the Barkley Room on the third floor of the Curris
Center

Oh-...well duhl Hey guys ,:t::::=~
hang on --this is 764~.

Wednesday, Oct. 22
•International Bazaar: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the second floor of ·the
Curris Center
•Registration deadlines: Last day to change any half·semseter
course from audit to credit. Last day to enroll/attend second half
semester class. Last day to drop any second halt-semester course
with no grade.
•Bible Study: 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater

Thursday, Oct. 23

.

.

•Meeting: Racer Martial Arts Club, 7:30 a.m. at Martral Arts Amen-

~rientation:
All the rest of the day, passing neighbors would
wonder why Larry was standing motionless in his
doorway, a can of beer in his hand.

"She's got all the qualities a eouple of
superficial guys Uke us need!"

B BALL
Open to al1 stude11ts
Deadline for entry is Thursday, Oct. 30
Tournament is Nov. 14 &15

COLLEGE PAIRS POO
G) TOURNAMENT
yerl: __________________________~

Fall 1998 Student Teachers, 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the
Barkley Room on the third floor of the Curris Center
.
•Fall Fest: Sponsored by Sigma Pi fraternity, contests startrng at 3
p.m. at the intramural fields behind Winslow Dining Hall .
•TNT-Creative Worship: 6 p.m. at the Baptist Student Unron

Meg Foust and Eleanor Stuart
for a great centennial celebration

Jan Wilson, our adviser,
for her valuable guidance and dedication

Address: --------------------te

Phone#: ______________________~

Class: --------------------1:r
Player 2: _ _ ____:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---R
Address: - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - i : l '
Phone#: _~-------------------T
~lass:

'JJ Entry Fee is $to to be turned in
with this entry form to:
AAn Sorority House 1313 Main St. for more
information call Shannon Walker at 762-6704

Dan Johnson and Kyle Norwood
for their time and hard work

Collegelife
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Environment concerns biker

Queen me

ship position on the global climate change debate that will
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
take place later this year in
Kyoto, Japan. He argues that
Environmental awareness
has ridden into Murray on two we can assume this role by
"becoming independent from
wheels in the form of a vigifossil fuels."
lante against pollution.
To fulfill this goal he has left
Robb Young Hirsch, a selfbehind a petition of"citizens
motivated speaker for the preleadership on climate change,"
vention of global climate
which will be available to all
change, recently stopped at
students
and faculty in the
the University to speak out
SGA
office,
in the Curris Cenabout fossil fuel usage and to
ter.
encourage the students to
The petitions will be handed
make the university a model
in on Dec. 1, in Washington,
environment.
Hirsch started his estimated D.C., which will correspond
5 ,000 mile bike ride, called the with a national recognition
day between universities to
"Ride for the Climate" shortly
make an effort to reduce fossil
after Labor Day in Long
fuel usage by either carpooling
Island, NY. He hopes to
or bikeriding.
spread his message throughHirsch is not associated with
out the entire eastern region of
any
organizations or sponsored
the United States by passing
for
his
bike ride but says, "The
through 25 states.
students
at all the universities
Hirsch's goal is to have the
and citizens along the way
United States in the leaderBY CHLOA MAROIS

Danny Voweii/The News
Angie Roberts, senior from Bloomington, Ill., excitedly turns to her esc;ort, jonathan
Stanley, junior from Mayfield, after being named the 1997 Homecoming Queen at the
football game on Oct. I I.

have been very supportive."
He hopes to see students
take advantage oftheir democratic choices and also voice
their opinion about the issue.
At 26, Hirsch has become the
ideal environmentalist, with a
master's degree in Environmental Cultural Relations and
taking the initiative to see his
dream of a clean planet come
true.
The motivation for the ride
comes from his ideals, but also .
the fact that he has an undying passion to make people
aware.
"It is shameful that our
nation, as the major contributor to the global build-up of
greenhouse gases this century,
has not, to-date, demonstrated
any meaningful change in
energy consumption and emission patterns," he said. "Herein lies the problem, now it is
up to us to make the solution."

Residents offer demonstration
IIDprovements of Stables on the way for alcohol-related deaths
Collep Councll in

BY SHB.lEY STREET
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAff WRJTIR

In an attempt to make the Stables a more
prominent gathering place for students, the
University is considering several changes for
the Domino's area.
"We want to create an atmosphere where people would want to go hang out," said Don
Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs.
A new paint job, neon lighting, back lit signs
and three new TVs are part of the University's
plans for making it a more attractive meeting
place. A jukebox may also be added. Organizations are also welcome to submit banners for
hanging in the Stables.
"We're trying to make it a more lively atmos·
phere." Mike Young, assistant to the vice president of student affairs said.
To head the effort to improve the area, the
University has created a new position for a stu-

dent as coordinator of the Domino's area.
Though he's only held the position for a short
time, Brandon Embry, a senior from Hartford,
is hard at work. He is in the process of writing
letters to the social chairs of student organizations and meeting with residential college councils to encourage them to take advantage of the
area.
Embry hopes the possibility of Domino's
staying open later if an organization wants to
hold a meeting there will make the area more
attractive to groups.
Young said this would be contingent on the
organization's use of Domino's, however.
-:rhere have been student opinions expressed
that there's no where to go after a certain hour,
so we're trying to provide an alternative,"
Young said.
Organizations interested in reserving the Stables for their organization should contact ached·
uling at 762-6985.

STAff WitTIK

More than half of Clark College residents

wiD die Wednesday.
In accordance with alcohol awareneee week,
19·25, 150 Clark residents will wear black
T·Bhirts underneath the,ir cl<lthing read.ing
"Dead Day."
Every seven .minutes throughout the day~
participants will stand and. remove their outer
shirts to reveal the T-sbirts. They wiD do this
because every seven minutes someone dies in
an alcohol-related accident, Clark president
RebeCca Hefner said.
After revealing their shirts, the students will
not be allowed to talk to anyone for the rest of
the day, unless they are asked about their distinctive clothing. Exceptions to this policy will
be made during class times so that students'
participation grades will not suffer.
The ahirta are being sponsored hy the Clark
~.

for bei119 chosen

<murr@ State University
1-fomecornin_g Q.ueen 1997
We're So Proud of ~ou!!
::foue and ::fqyalty in E"psilon Pi,
_your Sisters in fllpha gamma 'Delta

TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLD WITH

MSU Online
JUMP ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB FOR JUST$ 12/MONTH AND
A LOW ONE-TIME ACTIVATION FEE OF $10.

You'LL GET:

• 60 hours of local access per month
• Free local access from 1om - 6am daily
• Access to e-mail, chat lines, and newsgroups (at no extra charge)
• •Fast, easy access to the World Wide Web
• Free personal home pages

GET ON THE ROAD TODAY!
CALL

The idea for the Dead Day T-ahirta came
from the Regents College ~dence director
who had heard about people uainJ the shirts
on other campuses, Hefner said. <>rtaUWly,
Clark and Regenta were going to CfMIPODIOr
theprognun.

Clark residents who are interested in participating in the program should contact the
Clark {ront desk at 762-223?' lJy Tuesday to
sip.~ fotT . . . . ADd . . . . . ~

The Brothers of

Roses to

-ElJ!.9ela Roberts

co~ndU. with the reei·
dential a~. IUf»er aaid the Co\DlCil
believes a paasjve demonatration, such u tbat
of the abirts, will be mon eft'ective in c:urbinc
excessive alcohol uee than other ~
such aa distributing pamphlets or pree&Dtina a
play.
"'People get tired oC hearing the aam. little
spiel about alcohol awareqesa alld that Sort of
thing, but this is somethiJl( we haven\ aeen
done here," Hefner aaid.

Lambda Chi Alpha
invite the following
Kim Alexander
Laila Bailey
Libby Baker
Keri Bazzell
Jill Benton
Sarah Beyer
Leigh Ann Bobo
Heather Bolten
Angie Butler
Tara Byrd
Erica Cheetham
Kris Chri ton
Ashley Cleaver
Sara Cobb
Tara Cobb
Tiffany Cole
DanieUe Conway
Kristen Crew
Jessica Davis
Jennifer Davis
Christy ·Dowell
Stacey Elliott
Erica Emmons
Nicole Essner
Jessica Fulcher
Elizabeth Harris
Andrea Harvey

Alison Hill
Erica Hite
Lisa Holt
Holly Hom
Rachel Hutson
Heather Hulin
Angela Ishmael
Amy Joe Jean
Kim Jones
Megan Kelly
Jill Kennedy
Nikki Key
Nat'alie Kitterman
Emily Lanier
Jessica Lieninger
Mitzi Matheny
Amberlie McLimore
Christ McTurner
Kim Moody
Stacy Moss
Christy O'Bryan
Sherry Patrick
Casey Powell
Alison Randsdall
Melonie Rodenhauer

to our crush Dance
~

1·800·631·0446 "=-""-~=

Monday, oct..20
at 10 p.m.
@the
Lambda Chi
Alpha House

Mindi Rubenacker
Renah Rushing
Krystal Sanders
Amanda Schanda
Kimberly Schroder
Sara Seely ,
Leigh Ann Shelton
Abby Shelton
Chrissie Shoulders
Bambi Silvia
Beth A;tm Slinker
Chase Smith
Stephanie Story
Christy Stubblefield
Suzanne Styers
Becky Sullenger
Shannon Taylor
Bridgette Taylor
Colleen Vadden
Amberly Wallis
Stephanie Ward
Amanda Watson
Sarah Wight
Dee Ann Williams
Angie Wilson
Abby Workman
Emily Yonts

CollegeLife
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We~gartner
•

By BRANDl WILLIAMS
S~WIIIl&

1:=

Tiffany Weingartner is no ordinary
girl. Not only is she vice president of
the horsemanship club, a residential
Jldviser at Hart College, a student
•
ambassador
and a member of the
Equestrian team - she is also a candidate for the All-American Quarter
lf:lorse Congress Queen.
. . {rhe All-American Quarter Horse
Qongress Queen is a type of pageantwithout the swimsuit competition.
Thirty-five women ages, 18 to 25,
were in Ohio this week to represent
different areas ofthe United States,
Canada and Australia.

competes for international horsemanship title

"Each state bas its own association
The competition for the All-Ameri·
but is still connected to the American can Queen is a long string of activiQuarter Horse Association!• Weinties. Also in the midst of all the comgartner said.
petition, all of the candidates will
The contest is sponsored by the
stay in the same hotel and are
Ohio Quarter Horse Association,
requited to spend time together.
which has the largest membership
On Wednesday, the contestants
had a formal interview where the
than any other state.
Tiffany was elected Eastern Ohio
judges ask questions on their knowl·
Quarter Horse Queen early this year. edge of the association.
She was judged on her horsemanship,
On Thursday, they took a teat over
her knowledge of the rule book, and
the rule book. The rule book deala
how well she did in the personal
with membership show rules, raeinl
interview. Winning this made her eli- rules and how the executive commit-.
gible for the All-American Quarter
tee runs.
Horse Congress Queen.
Today, participants are judpd on
"It is quite an honor to run for Con- their horsemanship. They are judpd
gress Queen,• Weingartner said.
on how well they run a pattern, walk

on a rail and their ability to work
with a horse.
On Saturday the queen iJ crowned.
If Weingartner is elected queen,
abe will be required to promote the
AQHA by attending several national
and world events. She will travel thia
summer to Oklahoma to the AQHA
World show and to Texas to the
Youth World Show.
Although she will receive a great
deal of publicity, she says that it will
not affect her.
•A lot of girls get really serious
about it,• Weingarter said. "'But I
have the attitude that I am going to
try my best and have fun while doing
it..

TifFany Weiprtner, Junior from Nor-

wich, Ohio, was recently elected East·
ern Ohio Quarter Hone Queen.

Association benefits parents

The right stuff

Danny VoweiVThe News

Nathan Amett, junior from Zel..er Ill., takes out the American flq In the pre-pme
perfonnance durfn1 the Homecoming1ame on Oct. II.

It eeema parents are always
c:aDing aakmg questions they
simply do not know. These
queationa may be alleviated
throulh the formation of a
Parents Association this
spring.
"Many collegea have a Parente AMociation, and school
relations is simply trying to
offer ·students another service," said Jennifer Young,
admiaainna counselor in school
relations.
Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, pro·
posed starting a Parents Aasociation after seeing the benefits such organizations offered
at other colleges.
"We've researched and gathered many resources from
other schools and other campuses that involved Parents
Associations,• Young said. "I
have even traveled to College

to

Recent. data from the Census Bureau indicates that
Master's degree holders earn an average
of 24 percent more than bachelor's degree holders.

Rian Aldrich.
Malia Schmidt.
Ansela SimPson
& Shan
Walker

•

Park in Maryland which baa a
very involved organization to
see their Parents Association
in action."
Creating a handbook of helpful information for parents is
a likely project for the Parents
Association.
"We're talking about creating a parent handbook with
information that may be needed but was previously bard to
come by for some parents,"
Young said. "For example, it
would contain hotel listings,
medical services and dates and
times of events happening
throughout the year."
The school relations office
will also be promoting a tollfree number in the handbook
for parents who have questions concerning the University.
More than just students and
parents will benefit from this
organization.
"School relations believe that
Murrav State parents will be

excellent recruiters for the
University," Young said.
"During the next Freshman
Orientation we hope that
members of the Parents Association will be able to help
incoming parents get through
any red tape and help answer
their concerns."
An estimated 50 parents
have expressed an interest in
the organization accordiq to a
school relations survey distributed last spring. An additional
15 parents attended an interest meeting during Family
Weekend in September.
"The membership is going to
be absolutely free," Young
said. "We are even trying to
get a discount eard together
for members to promote the
association and to build a relationship with businesses and
the community."
Young said the group is trying to schedule its first meeting for the spring dur~ng Campus Lights.
(

(

'**
00
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Over a working career this amounts to over $240,000
more than you will earn with only a bachelors
degree.
Per~aps

that is why enrollment is at an all time high
at Murray State.

Join the growing number of your classmates
entering graduate study at MURRAY STATE.
Contact your department graduate coordinator or call
Graduate Admissions at 762-3756

Carrot Top
~

MilE MYERS

MllthiUJ Sllhlrtlll)' & Sull411)•
MolldiiJI· Tllursdq NiJIIIS
Stuth11ts P•Y tlltly S3 wllll MSU 1.0.

.,.

Sundag. Oct. 19 @ a p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
General Admission
Tickets available in student government office or call 762-6951 to
order bg credit card. U for students and $10 general public.
Don't miss the Campus event of the gear!!

TAI(E IT
I

....,

fROM THE TOP
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Sports13rief'
Eastern Kentucky
next up for football
The Murray State football team will put its undefeated OVC record on the
line when t hey face perennial national and conference power Eastern Kentucky. The game will start
at I I:30 a.m. Saturday and
can be se en on Fox
SportsSouth.

Volleyball faces
Morehead tonight
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MSU looks to avenge OVC loss
•Volleyb all: The Racer
volleyball team looks to
move to the top of the OVC
with a series of home
games, starting with Morehead State.
BY )ASON YATES
STAff WRITER

With the Ohio Valley Conference season at the halfway
point, the Murray State volleyball team owns a 7-2 conference
mark and hopes that a little

home cooking will push them to
the top of the OVC.
'rhe Racers will host their
next six OVC contests beginning with today's 7 p.m. clash
wilh Morehead State. Morehead handed the Racers one of
their conference defeats on
Sept. 20 15-7, 15-6, 15-7.
Outside hitter Krista Shumard is hoping to gain a measure of revenge when .MSU
encounters Morehead for the
second time this year.
"It helps to know we want
revenge when we play More-

head," Shumard said. "However, all OVC games are of equal
importance."
During MSU's (13-7) 20
matches this season, only three
have been played in the friendly confines of Cutchin Fieldhouse. However, with the Racers standing in third place in
the OVC and only one game out
in the loss column, this six
game home stand might make
or break the team's quest for an
OVC title.
Interim head coach Sarah
Dearworth is excited about the

After losing to Morehead earlier in the season,
the volleyball team looks
to even things up against
the Eagles as they come to
Racer Arena for a conference match tonight.

upcoming home stand and
hopes that the students and
fans will be aware of the team's
attempt at the OVC championship.
"We are hoping to get a great
deal of fans out for these home
games," Dearworth said. "We
have many exciting matches
over the next two weeks for our
fans to watch."
The Racers pushed their
OVC mark to 7-2 Tu~sday
night by dismantling the Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks 15-9,
15-6, 15-7.

Seniors Melissa DeRan and
Chandra Brasher s led a balanced offensive attack by supplying eight kills apiece. DeRan
also contributed a team high 10
digs.
Dear worth said the team did
what they had to do against the
Skyhawks, a squad that was
not as dangerous as other OVC
adversaries.
·
"I felt like we were a better
team and we went out there
and outplayed UT-Martin,"
Dearworth said. "It was an
overall good win."

Running back Anthony Downs evades Austin Peay defenders In as
he runs for a gain In the Racers' victory over the •Govemors.
Downs, senior from Greenville, S.C., scored his first touchdown
on a 19·yard run. Later In the game, Downs rumbled for a 37•
yard score. These two scores boosted the Racers to a 51·0 win.
For the game, Downs ran the ball for I03 yards on IS carries.
(Bottom left) Team mascot Racer One makes one of many laps
around Gage Track after a Racer score Saturday at Homecoming.

UALR Invite next
for women's golf
The fi nal tournament for
the Murray State women's
golf team is Monday at the
University of Arkansas at
Little Rock, as the Lady
Racers will be a part of a
1-4-team field.

Photos by Seth Dixon

Cross country
heads to SEMO
The Murray State cross
country team will participate In a four-team meet at
Cape Girardeau, Mo. Saturday. T he Racers will
compete against Arkansas
State, Southeast Missouri
and Tenness~e-Martin.

...

Ho.mecomin.
RO

Bull Blowout '97
set for today

Racers down APSU

The West Kent ucky
Exposition Center is hosting the Bull Blowout '97
to day and Saturday. This
bull-riding show is courtesy of Circle Bar M productions of Paris, Tenn.
T he show starts at 8
each night with tickets $6.

back Dan Loyd.
Then with 4:33 left Loyd
completed a pass to Swinton for
five yards and another score.
In the second quarter the
Racers came out throwing. The
Loyd-Swinton connection hit
pay dirt, this time for a 4 7 yard
BY EDDIE G RANT
score. Murray was now up 35AsSISTANT SPORlS EDITOR
0. With this reception, Swinton
became the all-time MSU
The Murray State Racers colcareer reception leader with
lected their fourth straight win
123 receptions.
with a 51-0 rout over the visitIt was at this point when
ing Austin Peay Governors.
Loyd's backup, Josh Allen took
The game's opening kickoff
the helm. And it wasn't long
was an omen for the way the
until he added points to the
game would be as Reginald
board. With just under six minSwinton greeted the Govs with
utes remaining in the half,
a 98-yard return for a touchAllen connected with Wilbert
down; his first of three on the
Smith for a 20-yard TD recepday. Just six minutes later the
tion.
Racers would take a 14-0 lead
On their next possession the
when Anthony Downs ran the
Racers moved the ball to the
ball 19 yards for a touchdown.
Austin Peay 22. Then they
Only two minutes later the spedecided to try something new.
cial teams unit made another
Rob Hart lined up in the tail·
big play. Tony Esters, junior
back position. At the snap of
from Lexington, blocked a punt
the ball, he took a pitch and
which landed in the end zone.
attempted to drop kick a field
Then Gary Wheeler scooped up
goal. It was blocked and recovthe loose ball for yet another
ered by the Govs.
touchdown.
"A guy told me that he had
There was still 6:41 left in
never seen one, so I promised
the first quarter with Murray
him that if we ever got in a
up 21-0 and only one offensive position where we could try it,
score to their credit. Also with we would, said Johnson of the
extra points and kickoffs, Rob bizarre play. "We got to a point
Hart had seen more plays to
so we tried it."
this point than Racer quarterThe Racers' final score would

•F ootball:
Anthony
Downs and Reginald
Swinton boosted the Racers in their lopsided wm
over Austin Peay.

SpotL1~qbt
Jason McKinney,
Mica Wojinski
Jason McKinney and
Mica Wojinski are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
McKinney, senior from
Georgetown, Ill., was
named OVC Men's Runne r
of t he Week after coming
in ftrst place at the Austin
Peay Invitational Saturday.
He completed the 8-kilometer course in 25 minutes and 47 seconds.
W o jinski, so phomore
from Austin, Texas, was
named OVC Offensive
Playe r of the Week for volleyball after fi lling in for
starting setter Kristi Hoffman, who was inj ured.
Wojinski's best performance was 72 assists and
IS digs in a loss to Tennessee Tech.

Hustlel>fa_v
EKU leads series
Eastern Kentucky leads
t he overall series In football ove r Murray State.
The Colonels have a 3 121-4 advantage.

Source: MSU Sports Information

"I hope (the
crowd} will be
that good this
week. It really
uplifted me and
our guys."
-DENVER JOHNSON.
RACER FOOTBALL COACH

come halfway through the
third quarter, Anthony D,o wns
ran the ball 37 yards to bring
the score to 51-0.
Johnson said going into the
game it was a goal to get
Anthony Downs a 100-yar d
game, a nd so they played him
three quarters until he got it,
then his day was done.
He also believes that things
are falling into place for his
team. "Our team is finally hitting stride," Johnson said. "If
we get past Eastern, win and
get to that open date I'm gonna
feel real good about our
chances."
The crowd of 14,062 was a
big help. "We had a gr eat
crowd," he said. "I hope it will
be that good this week. It really uplifted me and our guys."
The Racers will face Eastern
Kentucky Saturday at 11:30
a.m . in Stewart Stadium, in a
game that will be televised live
on Fox SportsSouth.

Racers should beware of next OVC foes
After the success of Homecoming and a 51-0 rout of
Austin Peay to cap the Homecoming celebration, is there
rest and relaxation waiting for·
Murray State?
The answer, boys and girls, is
no.
Now it is time for the showdown against the Eastern Kentucky Colonels, set for Saturday at Stewart Stadium. This
game will have playoff implica-

Sports ·
Toll?
GREG

STARK

Lions. but rough roads are still
ahead for Lhe Racers.

A home game against top 25
power Eastern Illinois will
probably be the game that
decides the conference- provided Murray wins Saturday and
defeat.s Tennessee 'rech at
Cookeville Nov. 1. The bye
week between the EKU game
and the Tech game will also be
a plus for the Racers, because a
win might put them on an emotional high and n loss might
send them to a devastating

downer. The week off will help
the Racers put the Colonel
game behind them and prepare
for Tech.
Eastern Kentucky, Murray
State and Eastern Illinois have
yet to meet each other. Each
team may come out with a loss
in the conference. The EKUMurray clash should be·telling
of who may come out with the
upper hand.
On paper, Murray should

hold an advantage in the conference race. Murray will face
the two "compass schools" in
the friendly confines of Stewart
Stadium. Murray must not
overlook its road trips to Tennessee, though. One slip and
it's a whole new race.

Greg Stark is the .<;ports editor
of the Murray State News.

The ·Murray State News
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Fisher defends reputation after firing
BY H EATHER KAMINS
MICHIGAN DAilY
UNIVERSITY Of MICHIGAN

(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. After months of
silence, former Michigan men's
basketball coach Steve Fisher
defended his reputation and
expressed displeasure about
the manner in which he was
fired.
Fisher's supporters and all 12
members of the basketball
team stood and applauded as
he entered the press conference
at· the Sheraton Inn on South
State Street yesterday. Fisher
donned a blue and yellow tie
and proclaimed himself a
''Michigan man."
"I've always been a team
player," Fisher said. "I always
thought I've got nothing that
needs defending and when the
truth comes out, it's going to be
fine."
Last week, the findings of a
seven-month investigation of
the program were released to
the public in the form of a 280page report. The investigation,
conducted by a private law firm
hired by the University,
revealed no major violations,
but still uncovered items that
concerned University officials.
Just six days before basketball practice was scheduled to

begin, Athletic Director Tom
Goss announced Saturday that
Fisher had been fired.
Michigan guard Travis Conlan said Fisher's dismissal will
be extremely difficult for the
team to overcome.
"It crushes everything," Conlan said. "It's my senior year.
We had a successful year to
look forward to until this happened. We lost the father figure
of our family."
Fisher said the University
did not handle the situation
correctly. Fisher said he has
kept silent during the investigation under the recommendation of the University and was
promised to receive a copy of
the report before it was
released to the media and the
public.
"I was asked by our administration, for the benefit of the
University of Michigan, to
allow one voice to speak for the
Athletic Department," Fisher
said. "President (Lee) Bollinger
said I would get a copy of the
report and would get a chance
to review the report before the
public."
Fisher, who was vacationing
in Florida at the time of the
report's release Thursday, said
Bollinger broke his promise,
and said that he was not given
ample time to return from his

vacation before the report was
released.
"I didn't and don't feel that is
how it should have been handled," Fisher said. "I thought it
was strange 1. They would
have a press conference without me being there, and 2. I
vividly remember them saying
I would get a copy of the report
first."
Bollinger said that he·did not
remember promising Fisher a
copy of the report.
"I said that he would be regularly and fully informed about
all things in the ongoing investigation
involving
him,"
Bollinger said. "That promise
was fully kept. He should not
end up being surprised by anylhing in the report."
Most players said they want
assistant coach Brian Dutcher
to be the new permanent coach,
adding that an internal
replacement would "ease the
pain a little bit."
"Dutcher's been here for 10
years and knows the system. It
will be hard for us to induct a
new guy in and respect him the
way a head coach is supposed to
be respected," said Michigan
center and co-captain Robert
Traylor. "I think it would only
be fair if Brian is given a
chance to coach the team.»
Goss said he is currently nar~

rowing down a list of candidates, but that an assistant
coach will not be chosen for the
position.
"That's not going to happen,"
Goss said yesterday. "I was ·
here quite late last night meeting with the team. They all had
concerns. I understand their
concerns. It happened without
their control. Steve was like a
father to some of them. Basically it's been traumatic."
Goss said that in making
decisions about the future
coach, his first priority is the
program and the players.
"We don't make changes in
coaches very often at Michigan," he said. "It's not my plan
to make changes in coaches
very often. When we do, we
need to make sure that we
place coaches with the values
that I have been talking about."
Jessie Carter, Traylor's
· ~andmother, said the University used Fisher as a scapegoat.
"They just did him wrong,"
Carter said. "Steve is a good
man. Steve did no wrong. I
know this. Fish is going to live
on. No one is going to be like
Steve. I want them to think
about Steve • and every time
they think about Steve - win. I
don't want them to think about
this new coach."
Carter said her grandson

would not have stayed at
Michigan if they had known
that Fisher was going to be
fired. She added that the team
will be successful this year
because of the values Fisher
instilled in the players.
"They're already trained,"
she said. "They're already nice
young men and you know who
taught them that - Steve Fisher."
Fisher said he is upset with
the way people have interpreted his actions noted in the
report. Fisher refuted claims by
critics who have accused him 'o f
"lying and forgery."
"Don't call me dishonest," he
said, speaking about suspicions
that ne signed the initials of
fonner assistant coach Perry
Watson on requests for complimentary tickets for Detroit
booster Ed Martin.
"Don't call me a person who
doesn't have integrity," he said.
"'know who I am, and I know
that absolutely isn't who I am."
The report stated that a
handwriting analyst determined Fisher had written Watson's initials on the complimentary ticket list on five occasions. The report also stated
that Fisher denied doing so.
"In no way was (the act of)
initialing an authorization of
the tickets," Fisher said. "ln my

optruon, it signified who
requested the tickets. For Perry
Watson, I put down his initials
at least three times, signifying
these were the people who
wanted the tickets."
For the first time, Fisher
publicly described his relationship with Martin. Fisher said
he never thought Martin was a
person to be feared, but that
circumstances changed ·when
Fisher discovered that Martin
had sent airplane tickets to a
player's family.
"I stopped it and I prevented
it from happening," he said.
"Before that point, I never
thought Ed Martin was someone we had to be leery of."
Fisher said he has tremendous pride in the legacy he will
leave in his tenure at Michigan.
"We have taken a program
and built it into one of the elite
programs in the country • the
ri~bt wav." he said.
Fisher said he has' known
that he has wanted to be a
teacher and a coach since he
was 15-years-old.
"My ambition is to coach
again," he said. "''m confident I
will do that in a fashion I can
be proud of."

Daily Sports Writers James
Goldstein and Mark Snyder
contributed to this report.

FanJam kicks off basketball season
•Men's b asketball: Saturday
afternoon practice will involve
the Racer basketball team, students and fans.
BY TAMMY ADAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

FanJam, sponsored by McDonald's
and Froggy 103.7 FM, will be held

Saturday in Racer Arena. It will start
about 30 minutes after the end of the
football game against Eastern Kentucky.
Tab Brockman, assistant athletic
director, described the event as "the
Murray version of Midnight Madness."
"It's like one big pep rally," he said.
Each player will slam dunk the ball
as he is introduced. Afterward, the

Tab Brockman:
Assistant athletic director feels that Fanjam
will be a big success
this year.

team will perform a public scrimmage
lasting about 10 minutes.

~ ~ ~ congratulates:
Paulette Estes
suzanne Franklin
Jamie Gibson
•
Misty
Morgan

,r ·

&

samantha Raymer
for being selected for Gamma Beta Phi
· honor society

Following the scrimmage, the
names of three Murray State students
from the audience will be drawn.
Each student whose name is drawn
will participate in a basketball
shootout. The winner will receive
$5,000.
In addition to student participation,
children will have a chance to get
involvei:l. The goals will be lowered
and some children in the audience will

have the opportunity to participate in
a dunking contest
. Awards including T-shirts and gift
certificates, will be awarded to the
younger competitors.
The crowd at last fall's FanJam was
estimated at 2,000, and Brockman
expects this year to be an even bigger
success.
Free tickets to FanJam can be
picked up at McDonald's.
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Ways to commit to health
improvement•

Pledge to yourself or to your croup that you wlU do one or
1,:••.
more of the foUowlqln an effort to reduce the rlak of
aleohol"'''elatecl,
launecllate health consequences on campua.
••.
1

•••
'••·•·
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I•••·

I

•·

10. I w iD make sure a drunk or druaed person is

to the ho\e
and WIN ne~t
semester~s tuition I

FanJam'9l
TOMORROW ~- 3:30 pm Racer Arena J~u1~~~~J:")
McDonald'S

•

I,

I1J
·

~ 103.7

RAC.RS

CONTESTS· PRIZES· MUSIC • SLAM DUNK CONTEST· SCRIMMAGE • BIG TIME BASKETBALL /

FaD Break is oct. 14. catch The News on Thursday, oct. 13!
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'••
not left alone.
1•••· 9. I will participate in sober dating, driving, divine
etc.
I•••· 8. I wiD serve/request non-alcohol beverages at social ••••I
events.
••••1
7. I wiD object to exploitive ads.
It••·
It••· 6. I will maintain a sale drinking level ill choose to
drink alcohol.
It••·
s. I wiD not use alcohol with other drugs or
It••·
medications.
4. I will not participate in drinking games which ••••1
~····
••••1
encourage overconsumption.
:J. I will be sober when I participate in athletic or
•••
•••
recreational events.
•••
••••
I ' •. z. I will take responsibilities lor my actions even II
•.•••' I
under the influence ol alcohol or another drug.
I
•.
1 . I will encourage my friends to join me In
I '•• .
. • 'I
•••
•
lollowin2 the Zero-One·Thne guidelines.
I ' •.
.• ' I
"' ZERO: Zero Alcohol, Especially if you're under 21, .•• ' I
I '•••.
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driving, chemical dependent. on medication
or pregnant.
One drink per hour sets the pace for
moderate drinking.
No more than three drinks per day.

from MSU Health Services• For more information call

'•,•••.· . . . . . . . . Health
.. .. Line· 762•3809
~~ ~ ~ ~;:::
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a yden pulls upset Women's ruggers 2-2
•Men's tennis: Chris Hayden, Murray State's top
seed, upset the top seed at
the Southern Intercollegiate last weekend.
BY G REG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

While most of the Murray
State men's tennis team did not
shine last weekend at the
National Intercollegiate at
Athens, Ga., MSU's top player
pulled off one of the biggest
upsets in the tournament.
Chris Hayden, senior from
Henderson, defeated the top

men's seed, Pelle Brunskog, 63, 6·4 to win his first round
"It was probably
match at the Intercollegiate.
my biggest win
His success didn't last long, as
he lost to Steven Baldus, who
of my career. "
played for the host team, the
-cHRIS HAYDEN,
University of Georgia.
TENNIS TEAM MEMBER
"It was probably my biggest
win of my career, except for my
long: grueling practices with
Jason Miller," Hayden said.
- -- - - - - - - - Hayden felt that the pace off, until Nov. 6, when they go
that he played at against Brun- back to Athens to play in the
skog, helped him to win.
ITA Region III Rolex Qualifier.
"When you give this guy pace,
"Whoever does well at this
then he'll beat you," he said. "I qualifier could move on to the
was chopping shots."
Nationals," said assistant
The team takes three weeks coach Eric Gressman.

..
•Women's rugby: The second-season
women~~ ~ugby club team is having a
semi-successful season with wins over
Vanderbilt and Louisville and losses to
Western Kentucky and SIU.

of the squads from Western Kentucky aniJ
Southern Illinois.
..
On the other side of the coin, the players
have defeated some tough teams as well. The
two victories came in a 5-0 win over Vanderbilt
University and a 12-0 defeat of the University
of Louisville.
Holly Bishop. the match secretary, and one oC
the team's founding members is amazed by the
impt:avements in the team.
"These people are impt'O\ing 100 percent!
with every game that we play," Bishop said. "I
expect that we will finish the year well over.
500 percent."
,
The team's next match will be on Oct. 25
when they will travel to take 011 the team from
the University of Tennessee.

BY EDDIE GRAN'f
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray Stnte women's rugby club team
is currently sitting on a 2-2 season record. The
team in its second season of existence is making vast improvements in size and ability.
This year. the Loam has had a difficult ached·
ule, not playing a home game until November.
The team's two losses have comn at the hands

Newcomers highlight Lady RacerS Racers victorious
•Women's tennis: Newcomers Nina Sartz-Krudsen and Juliana Hite made
the quarterfinals of their
flights at MTSU last weekend.
BY j ASON YATfS
STAFF W RITER

The solid play of two newcomers highlighted the Murray
State women's tennis team's
performance at the Middle Tennessee State University Fan
Classic last weekend.
Nina Sartz-K.nudsen and
Juliana Hite made the quarter·

finals in their respective flights paign despite sitting out the
The team also got strong outto post the beot single perfor- last two years.
ings from two of their doubles
mances by Lady Racers during
"I took a break from tennis teams during the tournament.
the weekend. Sartz-Knudsen for about two years before this The flight one doubles duo of
defeated Jenny Rachka of season began," Sartz-Knudsen, Martha Zimmer and Brooke
Louisville 6-2,
7-6 and a sophomore from Norway, Berryman dropped Samford 8-2
Gretchen Misner of Samford said. "When I got here, I was and Belmont 8-4 before bemg
University 6-4, 6-4 before drop- not playing well, but with the upended in the semifinals by
ping to Amy King ofMTSU 0-6, help of the coaches, I have Louisville 9-7.
0-6. Hite beat Angela Brannon started to perform well."
The flight three doubles
of Memphis 6-4, 6-3 and fellow
Head coach Connie Keasling squad of Sartz-Knud11cn and
Lady Racer Kelly Ryder 6-2, 6- said that the performance of Angela Brooks dropped .Bel1 before falling to Larisa Liese th e newcomers has been a mont 8-2 and Western Kenpleasant silrprise all year long. tucky 8-3 before losing to Samot MTSU 2-6, 1-6.
Sartz-Knudsen, who was vic"All of our newcomers have ford 8-3.
The women's tennis team will
torious in her ·flight the previ- had a very good fall," Keasling
ous week at the Tennessee said. "Sometimes newcomers conclude their fall schedule
Tech Invitational Tournament, do not contribute as much as Oct. 24-25 at a tour']lament
has had an impressive fall cam- ours have already."
held in Memphis.
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STAFF REPORT

'l'hc Murray State cross
country team continued its
success Saturday at the Austin
Pcay Invitational,
the men
finished first and he women
finished fourth.
.Jason McKinney finished
first overall in the men's division, while Erica Phelps finished fourth.
The
Racers
competed
against 17 teams at the competition, with many other OVC
teams in attendance. The Rae-

is

erR next meet is at Southeast
MisRouri Saturday, whc·re they
compete against Arknnsaf;
State, SEMO and TennesseeMartin. It will be the last competition for cross country until
they run for the conference
title Oct. 25 at Tennessee
State.

•·we feel that the tup four
teams in the conference nre
Eastern Kentucky, Eastern
Illinois, Morehead and us,"
said Head Coach Bob Doty.
"We feel we are a little bit,
behind EKU."

Lo.g~

.LJ:.

.. ~\

in cross country

-

On Foa Machi nes & Fluid
Haze Machines
Strobe li!!hts
Black li2hts
Mirror Balls
Effect li!!hts
La sers
and MOREl
Also for Rental or Sale
Complete Sound SYstems

11(.'ib ~
8~carnore
- ·753·8080

C.a04n

1\C?5Lau.ra nt

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
EVERYDAY • 8 a.m. 'til II a.m.
•2 eggs •Bacon or Sausage
•Hash Browns or Gnts
•Biscuits & Gravy

Don rt kfiss Our. ..

NOON BUFFET
II a.m. 'til 2 p.m.

ONLY

3.95

8

Available for Halloween Parties

Pot 0 • Gold Pawn ShoP
Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m .

.·

415 N. Market St.
Paris, TN (901)644-9113

1308 12th St.- Hwy 641
Murray 767-9113

·contrary to pop

r

belief, God welcomes
•
singles, too.
•

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
Sorry no minors after 9:30p.m.

When you come to the Episcopal Church, you'll only
come alone once. After that, we consider you family.
Come join us this Sunday in the love and fellowship o
Jesu~ Christ.
The Episcopal Church
St. John's Episcopal church
1610 Main St. 753-6908
Sundays: The Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.

are
forming
now!
Call or stop
by our school
today.

Knowing How to Defend
Yourself Can Be a Real Life Saver

Call Today ~
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray

IUra~
D l
Vllleasll Your J>otelltial!

--
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·Running backs featured in showdown
•Preview: The Racer football
!€am looks to extend their OVC
-/ainning:- streak to 20 games as
they face EKU Saturday.
~ .

BY EDDIE GRANT
A ssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

' This weekend's OVC showdown
~"etween Murray and Eastern Kentucky h as more significance than
nieets the eye.

The winner will be in control of the
conference, the game will be televised
live on Fox SportsSouth and MSU
puts a 19-game OVC winning streak
on the line.
Going into this weekend's game
Murray stands ranked at No. 17 in the
latest Sports Network Poll, following
MSU's 51-0 trouncing of Austin Peay
las t Saturday.
Murray has silenced the Colonels in
the past two meetings and looks to do

"'

so again. Last year Murray won 17-14,
on a 35-yard Rob Hart field goal as
time expired in front of a crowd of
more than 15,000 spectators.
Aside from featuring two of the top
conference teams, it will also showcase
two of the OVC's leading rushers
MSU's Anthony Downs and EKU's
Derrick Logan.
Downs leads the conference with a
110.7 yards per game average, Downs
followed by Logan's 67.5 aver age,

which gives him sixth place honors.
"I don't know if there's a game anywhere else in the country that will
have two better backs on the field
than Downs and Logan," Head CoachDenver Johnson said. "But Eastern
has more than just a running game.
They have two great receivers, a good
quarterback, and a good defense."
This will be Johnson's first game
against EKU and the man he calls
"the dean of OVC coaches," . Eastern

Head Coach Roy Kidd.
"I've got a lot of respect for Roy,"
said Johnson, a former University of
Oklahoma assistant. "He's had a great
run and great career at Eastern, and·
still is. He's had the kind of run there
that I'd like to have here - one with
longevity and success."
Murray will put their streak and the
OVC lead up for grabs beginning at
11:30 a.m. tomorrow at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

-.
I

Gators, Raiders to win th.i s weekend

~Womens

golf team
·finishes 14th at UK

Florida at Auburn
We wiU find out if the
Auburn Tigers are for real this
week when they run into an
angry group of Florida Gators.
The Gators fell from their number one perch in the polls after
having their 25-game Southeastern Conference winning
streak snapped by LSU 28-21
last week. Florida still is in the
driver seat to return to the SEC
championship game and a shot
at their fifth straight conference title, but a loss to the
Auburn Tigers may destroy
those plans. Auburn's running
game has been suspect this
year, but the Tigers have rolled
behind quarterback sensation
Dameyune Craig. This will be a

'1t was a very strong field.•
said Lady Racer Head Coach
'Velvet Milkman. -we can
compete with that field; our
goal WSIJ to finish in the top
seven."
The Lady Racers next face
competition at the A1kansa•
Little Rock Invitational Monday to finish out the fall
schedule.
'1f we can .finish in the top
five , we'll definitely be
pleased,'" Milkman saicl.
"We're sh~ for a target
score of 315 and under.•

STAFF REPORT

The Murray State women's
14th place at
~e Lady Kat Invitational at
~ngton Oct. 12. The tourpament was won by the host
school, the University of Ken·
tucky.
· Brandi Stevenson led the
Lady Racers in scoring, f1ll.lg
for 29th place overall after
shooting 77-81-78 - 236.
MiJuti McLeary wu second
for the Racers after shooting
80-7S:.81- 240.

golf team took

.

Yickett's fJicks
)ASON YATES

back and forth contest that will
probably come down to the
final ticks of the clock . I cannot
imagine Steve Spurrier's
Gators losing two games in a
row.
Yickett•s Pick - Florida 31
Auburn27

Denver at Oakland
One of the NFL's most bitter
rivalries will be renewed Sunday when the Raiders and
Broncos lock horns yet again.
Denver is the only undefeated
team left in the NFL and is
coming off an impressive 34-13

dismantling of then undefeated
-comet.
E. Kenwcky 14
New England. John Elway is MURRAY ST. 26
KENTUCKY 48
NE Louisiana 21
having another superb season LSU
24
Ole Miu 10
behind center, but the success Tennessee 23
ALABAMA 17
of the Broncos would have to be South Carohna 17
ARKANSAS 9
VANDERBILT 6
credited largely to running GeorJialO
ST. 28
Texas A&M 17
back Terrell Davis and a vastly KANSAS
MICHIGAN 26
Iowa. 16
improved defense which is Arizona St. JO
STAN FORD 23
spear-headed by free agent NOTRE DAME 23
USC 16
R.ORIDA ST. 31
Georgia Tech 13
signee Neil Smith.
-NFLThe Oakland Raiders have PHILADELPHIA 21
Arh:ona "16
Carolina 14
been very hit and miss this NEW ORLEANS 16
..
DALLAS 21
year. They are the NFL's equiv- Jacksonville 27
New England 28
NY JETS 20
alent to Dr. Jekyll and Mr. San Franclseo 41
ATLANTA 21
Hyde, you never know what Seatde 20
ST. LOUIS 13
TENNESSEE 17
team will show up. Jeff George WashlnJtOn 24
Miami 23
is enjoying his best year as a BALTlMORE 28
NYGiana 17
DETROIT26
Pro, but the Raiders need to Plwburgh 31
CINCINNATI21
kick into high gear if they are INDIANAPOLIS 2.. ,
Buffalo n
to make the playoffs.
Yickett's Pick - Oakland 24
Denver20.
I
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INTER-CAMPUS PR<XiRAMS
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I>RIVFJlS NEEDED! - No expen~'tlCC nc:.:·
e.-1\ary. "'' m $600.00 per wttll + l"'flt:li~'·

Asl>i.'>Llttee in obutninll your COL with
lod111ng mcluded l-800-467·3ao6.
I)RIVI!RS "'llil!" BEST ORMNG JOB •
Nnnh &:ction11VOTR, lfome, $$$, honu....
cs, l'OIWention..tb pi~ [X'"I' diem! Sludeo~'
wcknmd NO COil C:tll us! 'l'SL ACJO.S27·
~ www.trJn......wteS.com. EOE.
A1TEN110N : EAR:-/ $64').00/wk! No
<'Xpt:nt:no:? :'II<> problem! COL tr.urung
prnvidc.'d - immedlare openi"8" Expen~ truc:k Wiwr.. :md gr:u.luale& :~!so
n<.'t."detr One Clll doe; 1l ;01! 1·8R8-j99.

6J()2
DRIVER<;, REGIONAL Fl.A11\EI) - Family
medil:aVdo.'Oial S34,000+ fbt )'<::It :l\er•
age. Borne wc:ckmds & more 4011\.. Ute
I'I10dl'l ronventioiUl,. Phnne ~pplicllionls
3C<CJ*d W:ID:WJ Valley Tr~nopc.xt:~tlon
1-lW-2~

ORIVERS-ARCllC EXPRESS • an Oluo
hll...ed
romp:any
.s
•eek
company/~! & OTR tr.lCtOt-(t:Jilt.,
tlrh'<:rs. Pay up to 35CPM plu.• bendi1
fl'Kk;t~. Mt!St rove CI:L'IS A CDL w/haz·
Ctll I>J\"e or !J.-.:r at lro-9l7413 I.
EOP.
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DRIVER - OTR Cm'efUtlt Tr:u:~.>p<>n we
k<.TP the m:iJ hot! P~mily ,;t:<-unty, full

+fll Hou.'«."'~'~ St·co any m1~c Ludyr

bo:m:frt:., 1np p:ay and mile.. F.xpc:rlt.'llct:d
tlrtvers and Owner Operator Team.'l. Call
Covenaru Tro.n.'pon 1-BA8-MORE·PAY or
t".tll I-IIO(H.41-4394, gr:tduat~ student~
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DRM R.'i. OVF.R ntli ROAD - 3~ Mate~.
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l*nr:lilll. Call (1100) oi44-M4H.

NEWS P.C>ITO RIRRPORTERIWRITER •
wanted for 6000 w.:t:kly ln H;ardillbhufll.
Gc:ner.~l •s~l11nment, 110111c Jportll, phoeog·
ophy. ~tary, health ln.•urnnce otht'l' benefil.'l, Hank llond ~2-7'56·2109 or PAX
502·7S(..UXl.l
A1lii.F.11CAtlY MINOED MAI.E OR
FfMAU! • n<.,_'tkd for wholesale JL'\111boll·
1011 company. Olll on CO<Ic.hl'll, tc::~<.hc:111,
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81,.7liiH642.
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1~'173.

ARI'J. AVON - Independent l:lb rqm:.,._~~ Frtt jtlft'l! WnukJ you rnjay
$500-$1000 exrn Ovlstnus money? S7·
$IS hour/commtsmn 8omllld Tro.anlnft!
~'llr.lys 1o Bet {'U.'I10rnr:111. IJ00.73S.s.lA6

J)IRfCT SAil'); - TIU:MARKP.TERS •
TII't'\l uf rlwl mctt•n m:anag,., who <.lriveo
)'<IU cnzy In that Miler room they cli1 11
lt'll'fn:ukeung <~>lll('>Cin~ Work wlem:~t1<.ct·
ln~t to husant:MO $12·$2~ per hour C:tll
fi00/1\93-276~ li>r dt"Wil<
POI"'liL • j,' <'XIY.lodinA toto Km rucky.
N<'t:d n:p.' to rt'f>lote<! Prqxtad Phone
Card~ on con'iWtnocnt only. No M:l!ln11.

Bull.! l<>n!( tcnn
1-MQ-\(18-?!jlll.

n·stdu~l

05~

eXLswk,

I> RIVERS • OTR • Spread your winjt' wath
C:tttftrgl. Home most wceketxb. Top

ARC.li/QIJON~L'T STYLE HUllDlNGS h111ncdllt~ S.1le • lelt over fn>tn F;mn
Proj(rc:S.' Show S.2~x30, Q-40x(,>(), Q-

SOxiOO, Q·52xl30 Will deliver or lltore.
fman..~n11 UY:III~hle. Mar:lelc ~pan I~
2-12-50(>6'
STF.F.I. BUILDINGS • S:ale; :,i0x40xl0,

. CDL·A.. EO!£.

ORJVER • OTR. GIVE US 5 Mll'<'"LTES'
Wt'"U ¢vc you 3 re3SOOIO qu11 re"Jdmg the
d.1.'15ifacd,, 28-j() cpm. hasc:d on cxpcn-

WOLff TANNING BEO • T~n ~~ hoffil!,
Buy direct and >:tvel Comm..,..·cll or home
units from $199.00. !.ow monthly p.1y•
mc:nr;;. l'n.-t< color c:alwc1!(. C:tll today I·

C".Mii • lrotncdwl<: $$ for struc:tur«< ~.,_
m~nL~ anJ dt·fcrrcd ln•uoncc d3lm.~ &
k>U<'rics ).G . Wcntwonh t-.llll8-23l·S37'j

001).842-1310.
ARABIAN HORSES • ZO W11rld cl~..,~ blood·
llllel>. Rus.-;i:lo, Polish, SPJn•.Jt. Sh<lw und
nures in fo:ll to Cllamplnn. Con.,itk-r
lt:lde. for oeher as•1r:1., , l'<h.'ihle hnancinj!.
FanUl;lic opponumll<:s. 606-362·7600
PAIL SPECIAL PRIVACY IIEDG1! • W1ll
nurun: anro privxy. u-dlrlAthon.iuc: 34' hu'h $9 95 e:Kh. 1.2 t:n::e m•nltnmn.
Gu=nt=l PL-;oount T~ l':znn 1..10).

Rff9.823A.
A MOBIIJ! HOME nNA:-.ICP. COMPAl\'Y •
h:as 2.3. & 4 BR ,,in!de and mulll«-cti<lll
8ANX REPOS ~<)' qwl1ty nnd tr.m<!C'f' of
pa)'ltlt"nt.. T<:nns n<:gotbhle or make m.Jt
otf<.-r. F= c:dtl~SI-4625.
All NE\1\"- Happy jack UQUI·\'ICT !X
comblneo safety, dllc:~ty, & amverucnce
for MOl\-rnLY prevrnoon of lrnc:m:al p..t·
:I.Sito •n dogs. Availlblc:: ut ~thc'm
SUlc~.

110 Air Conditioner, Kem'llOrt' $60.

e:.n

753-1176 after S p.m. Gn:at for ;apanmenl.
TcXllll ln>UUment.> 11-1!1 h:ind held Cllcu•

l:uor. $40 C:tlt 753-1176
Aldu:o Pagenuker Soliw.are for M~<'int•lhh,
Ver.~~on S.O Unopened $17'1 Call 762·l99A
or

GOVEilNMENT FOR£0.0SED home

on Sl , I'Jdinqu.:m T~•.
R<."fX'"'· REO"' Yuut Art:u. tn!l l'ree 1-llOQ.
218-9000 E>a.. H-TiOR for •~•m"lll Jl,,llng.•.
Sd:a:d eat'S from S175. rorsd~t-s, C•Jiifrom

pc:nn~e>

IJo.. Chevy,, BMW's, Corvt1tC"• Al~•
Jeep., SW'Th Y<lUr Are.1 Toll Free I.;RO().
218-900 ExL A·/508 fOr nlll"enn 1Lo;!ln8".

CA.'iH NOW!I • We pun:ha.o;e mortg:tge•,
oooultk:~. und htllllncs.' notes. Sln.:e 1984
hil!h•·'t prices p:ald. rrer ~stlmates,
pmmpt prolcssion:al service. Colonial
l'inancul 1~969-1200 .,)(!. SR.

the Gre~.tSmoky Mouncln.'t! C:tll800-729,
4365. hap//www.mvch:lpd.com

A BEAl!111'Ul CHAPEL WEDDING • In
the Smoky Mowt1~1ru. G:ullnbu rg'• Uttlc
Log Cha pel, Ch:lnnm~t romamlc. llurdc~
• 1\llllonal p:1rk A dn.'am w«<dlnjl to fit
your budget. 1~554-14'\l, SCP
A BEAlJ11PUl. WEDDING. · The PalliOil's
Hou...e. An 1894 Vl~torian h<llllC for yuur
Gone WWt the Wind Wt'dc.lin11. Mtnutes
from (}:uhnburg, Pi~ Forge. Mools.ter/Chaplain. 1-R00-793-3313

CA.'>H FOR llOMF.OWNERS • Cr.-cbt problttn.,.··h:a<l <~II OK. No ~pph<':ltion fee.'l.
"GI:.T MARRIED' - Smoky MclUnlall\'l.
AtCls lllObl bt:auuful ch:lpcls, Chruitlan
l·AAI'I·2+I -Y')OII
D1re,;1
KC;"tucky
;m.'ice5, complc:lc amnj!a11Cnl.$. honey·
!cn<.k:r1 nne broker Dt:hl o:lrl!IO!i<bhon,
moon & f:muty Clhin.• prulZUI ~thtak·
homc.lmpro•·emrolll, bnd~lflu·ac:u, • ~<;_ ' lllft~ w~ 6u~ts 1-800-893MMIPRe
il74. V:~c:uton lotlj!lllft- laxl~·S814.
l\ANK ANI> GOVI'RNMF.Nr fctn:dooure
hnpJ1www vic com/:>hoplme/ch:lpeVcha
prnp<.'!1y av:>ll:lhk: in your :u..::a.l llbit out
pd.hlm,
"'"b
liilr
~t
A 8EA.l111FUL OfAP1!1J OfURCH • Ou~
WWWJliJminlstr.lln'Cii("tV!re.com OC' Clll 1•
li:tn "''t:ddinll- G:uUnburg\ origfrm <•!nc:e
$(10.92Z·I748.
1900). Photogr:aphy. mu.o;lc, nower.l,limo.<,
MORlGACiE LOANS - Qui<k and r:l.'Y· bill
P.,'\lzzi ~~ f~'e>. lm-e Walk Rtldc
ron:;n!id:n.lon, home lmpro,·mx:n&.,, Cl..Jt
Rev
Ed
T:tylor
14!00-346-27'79.
httpl/www. ~tllnhutgl..iupel:i.c'Oin .
ouc, refiruocc, l.lnd romna p:aycll'
R;ankn.apt> & had <~il. AAk fO< jeMUct
ADORABLE AND AFFORD...BI.P. WEDKnowk.,., Merc~nule M~J!" Co. o(
DING!i' m tht' Smoky \ ftn. 1.og Ch:lp..-1. All
l.oubvUle llO.).!.i7•390 I .
,;ef\·i<:es pmvido:d lnclu<.linl! fomul...,'<·~r.
Al"ll'N110N VHTTRA'IIS · Home loon,; to
honeymoon ~ orcblned mini~.
purcha.~
or rc-lan~ntt'. 100?6 pur·
Doltywood COUI'IIry. B<.foo: deodang I·
d~'lt!.'l)IJ)6 n:lil\:lrt<b up In $14<1,000.00.
IJ00.262-'i683.
P~ Cl~reO<-e l'lttllip.' MO<\lla~ Comfl'l"
DESllN, Ft · Pre-t't>!\:ilnKtl<lO V'.!lUt".'l.
oy l-61~.(>114 . lCJ.!9.
Twornuee bt:drnom conclomamuiTI:ol (of
S:lle. "TI1e TerrJc..: at Pch<~n llc:Jdt •
Re><>~t Amenille;! C:JU Ad.lm• R1-;tl F.-.tatc•
Inc. For a:~IQ Info. l-8l0-6'54·1966

.'

SpnnJI Br.,:JII 1\ahama.~ P:11ty <"..n•i:lel 6
l>;ays $279! !n<:l11d1.,. Meals, free Panie!l,
'f~xo! C.tct

u Group • Go l'tt!el Prices

lll<'l't".J'>e Soc on- ~VC! $501 ~'j")rlnf!l'll'e:lktrov·
1"1.<~•111 j.H00-67H-63/l6

-.pnn11 Bll·~k Cai'IC\an & jJITillicl $379!
llonk l!arly - c;;.vc $1j()l Gct a Group - Go
Freel P;an.mu City St.!91 S.lUlh lkaln
cn.ars CI<>M! S ~ m.l $1291 'f>rlnghre:llitr.lv·
cl.'(lf)ll~~.~

BlllklinRS, 80().327.()7')0, F.xtcmlon 79.

$ 1000's JIOSSIJIL£ lYPING P:ut time. AI
Home. Toll free 1-ll00-21~ E.XI. ·r
7508 for IL-.tin8"
•

All STEEl.. BUillliN(i~ FINAL SUM).{ER
O.OSEOL\T- Uuder lityle, all~- save

GOV"T FO.REO.OSED homo from pmnae:~ on St. Ddanquent T"'', RC"po"s.
REO',._ Your Aiel . Tc~l Free fl) 9»-llil·

MARRY ON A MOCI'.,.AI!\11 - Be lll:lrricd
In our m:~gnifk-enc mounulntop ch:lpd
~UlTtXIl1dcd tl)• ~ & 3~11! Vk"V\"S of

$<4.323; 40x60x14, $7,71!6; 5Qx75x14,
SIO.S91, 50xiOOxt6, St4.240; 60•100xl6.
$16.707. ,\iin•-i>l!lr.lj!C huldin~. 3Qlt160. 31
unlb, $13.944. Free ~. Scftlnd

1$4.! - p

+ freight/ux . MUST SEU. 1·H00.6ClMW24

fRFP. PRP.GNANCY TF..'>"ni: UF'EHOUSE.
7'13·0700

A IIP.AtmFl iL CANOI£LIGHT OLDI'ASHIONFO '.I.TI)OING • ,t;molcy Mounuln• nt:'.lr G~tllnbuttt 0\'ffiooking mu,
h<lflir'-dr.a"'-n namaJtC, C3hln.-, j:leuzzi,
atd:llnt'U mtnlSI<.,.,_ No t<."""' 01 "'3JIIng.
lte:mbnd ~ <VO~'S),

iOlK pill> pen."on. BontL">t"!l.

nclc,.,.,

9000 l'.xt. H·7'i011 fOf C:UI'I\"111 I~.sting>.

LOST Oouhle banckd w.-.klinll rin11 In
Waterfidd Ubr:uy pericx!J.:als 't'l'tlnn.
$~ rt:ward witen n:tum.'(l C:•ll ~~7· 1S73

r.lh,.. T<~ l'<"ndlt pacta~ Year-muod
Owner Op.iCornpany Drivers 1-800-346-

Hurry for he.! <d~~ion.
j(),(40'• from $4490. SOxltlO", from $12.3')()

incomr. Call Hal

hontetJme ~ntl :t>.>lgnal, :til convo:ntlonat
Oect, 010.. wekome. Boyd Bro,, 81)().';431!<>23. WE.
!)RIVERS OTR MCCLENDON TRl'CKING
• NCtw hanoi(! Cnmp.>ny driv<:flo eam up 10
.34 ">th fuell'<lfl-ty l'lOOus. Owner/Opo:r:l•
tors earn Ill cmpcylloadcd Call &:J0.0J3·

thoiL-.:~1'1<1."'

The notion's leader in college
marketing is seeking on energetic,
entrepreneurial student For the
position of compua rep. No sales
involved . Place advertising on
bulletin boards companies such
os American Express, Micro$0ft
ond Columbia Howe.

ror

+ Fabulous earnings
• Port time job
• Choote your own hours
+ 8·10 hours per week

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800-481-2434 Ext. 4444

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The nation's leader In college marketing
Is seeldng an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales lnvoiYtd. Place advertising on
bulletin boards tor companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours: ... a hours per week
required. can:
GampU$ Rep Program
American Passage Media. Inc
100 West Harrison Sl Suite 5·150
Seattle, WA 98119
... 411-2434 Ext. 4444

Go Online Now!
HAIR

~NEW§.UcG.lHllr
Produced by Murny State University's student newspaper

SAlOn

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

1415 Main Street
753-4700

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Murray State News in
cooperation with LOD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

Next to Matt B's

to our raffle
last weekend.

$2 Off with LDM card

To subscribe to IDIWet callt-800-455-t 6o8

We Should Be On The 6 O 'Clock News.

0

II

Hair Studio

Arter ai...With quality
this high. service this greal, pricing lhis low,

753-3688

And Atttndon That Wilt
Knock Your Sockt Off...
EYefYone should know about us!

Monday - Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Charlie·s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

Glendale at Whitnell

Walk-ina welcome

753-4175
I

New-s
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RACE

importance of this election.
"This election can make histoContinued from Page I
ry," he said. "There has never
been a 19-19 split (19 Republiin the Curris Center's Ohio cans and 19 Democrats) in the
Kentucky Senate. Our side of
room. "I can win this race."
Dissinger addressed the issue the isle would be writing legisof Murray State.
lation instead of just voting on
"My opponent, Bob Jackson, it."
is using Murray State in his
Kyle Eckart, president of the
campaign," he said. "It is tr ue College Repllblicans, said
that I am not from here. How- Dissinger called Sunday night
ever, I've elected to live in west· and asked to t alk to the group
ern Kentucky and raise my chil- about helping with the camdren here. Murray State is just paign.
as important to me as it is to
Jackson, a Murray Democr at ,
didn't come in to speak, but to
Bob J ackson.
"I do not run a business and show gratitude to the volunam not independently wealthy. teers who gathered in the StuI am a common businessman dent Government Association
who has three children to send Office after the SGA meeting on
to college. I want to be able to Wednesday evening to assemsend my children to the best, ble "J ackson for Senate" yard
and 1 want that to be Murray signs.
State."
J ackson talked as the volunDissinger also explained the teers scurried around working

There's one sure way to see
your future go up in smoke.
Do drugs.
Last year alone, America's

to the pumped in dance music.

,.Murray is my home, and I
have to do well here," he said.
"And I will do well here."
J ackson praised one of his
biggest supporters.
"Todd (Earwood, SGA president) has been a great help
(during the campaign),'' he said.
"As a citizen of Calloway
County for 15 years, my father
and I have become friends with
Mr. J ackson," Earwood said.
"Not only is he a friend of ours,
but he's a friend to the University.
"Mr. Jackson is a former SGA
senator, an active alumni of
this University and an influential alumni in our political
efforts."
The special election will be
held Tuesday, Nov. 4, to fill the
Senate seat left vacant after the
death of Sen. Jeff Green last
month.

businesses loat more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 wiU be
administering drug tests. U you

17

SWINTON
Continut:<l from Page 1

always appreciate that.
"It's just great to break a
record last year, the record on
Saturday, and hopefully 1 can
get four more touchdowns to
get the touchdown record this
year."
Swinton said next to br eaking the touchdown record
before he graduates his next
goal is be drafted by an NFL
team - hopefully, the Jacksonville Jaguars. He has had
several pro teams, including
the Jaguars, Seahawks and'

Giants, contact him about
"I would like to be either a
playing for their teams.
fireman or a policeman (if I
"I really like Mark Brunell don't play football)," he said.
(Jacksonville quarterback), "Coaching would be nice, but I
and I think he is a great quar- don't t hink I would pursue
terback," he said. "I also like that. Some people think that I
the offensive system Jack- am crazy that I would pursue
sonville runs, and it's hot in that a nd not coaching. Football
Jacksonville. I really do not is something I do because I
want to play for a cold-weather have been blessed, and I have a
team if I had a choice, but I love for the game. I love the
wouldn't care about anything physical a nd mental aspects of
like that if! got drafted by that it. A fireman or a policeman
type of team. Warm weat:her is would be something I feel that
just something that would would be interesting and fulmake everything perfect."
filling for me if I didn't play
While Swinton would like to football. That would be an
pursue a football career, he has OCCl;lpation that I could make a
other options in mind, too.
'difference in someone's life."

It's the 70th year for

Tile Newsfff

fail the test, you're out of a job.
The message is simple.
Doing drugs could blow your
who~~! education.

WE11E M1ll8 IRIII OUT II

• - Pam.nslti; for 4 Dni6·Fru AMmca

!'~~~~M~
Pick up a fiesta in a bag at your
Murray Taco John's --- 6 crispy tacos &
one pound of delicious potato ole's.

Great for any party!
central Shopping center
753-9697

"Located directlY across from Stewart stadium"

P11111pkla Pointing
on Domillo 's patio unless
bad weather, then inside

fro•

Parking Appeals
oct.

22

2-4 p.111. on Oct. 18.
Pumpkins and paint will

be§by

ofor the

green
AT

SULLIVAN'S

PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER
The Swlngin&lst Placr ln Town

18 Exciting Ho les
110-200 Yards
Bent Grass Green

...................~
Free photo buttons will
also be
provided.
~~ -

~

'Tiae Marra,.
swe Ntw~J
----=
.---

T-

4ob

N. utn St.

(Next to Prt ta tiut)
15'1- 23+8

Suttday - T6ursday
u a.m. - 'I p.m.

friday fl. Saturday
1\ a.m . - 10 p.m.

10% Off w

SUlV

WITH A WHOLE CAREER AHEAD OF YOU, IT PAYS TO HAVE A GREAT NAME BEHIND YOU.

PubUc Welcome
Wuh a 113me like Wah Disney World on your .resume, your future is
del:n.rely brighr. Nor only Will you eam college recogni11on or creclir.
you'll also be working wuh one of the mosr dynamic companies
m the world.An<! rhar's expenence any college graduate could use.

Par 3 Golf Course

9 Holes....... $3

18 Holes ...... $5

Weeken ds &: Ho Udays

9 Roles..... $S

18 floles...... $18

Represel'l!anves will be on campus to answer all your questions about
rhe Walr D1sney World' College Program. where you'll work, earn
and learn from some of the top management mmds mrhe industry.

Golf Carts
9 Ho les..... $3 18 Ho les...... $8
Rental Sets .............................. $1
Driving Range...................... $2
Mlnlarure Golf...................... $2
Softball &. Ba..'!eball
a attlng Cages........... 50¢

We Wlli be 1nterv1ewing all majors for posulons available throughout
our Theme Parks and Resorts. mcludmg Allracrions. Food & Beverage.
Merchandise. Uteguardmg and more. Plus. rhls summer. those fluentm
Porruguese. should be sure ro ask abour special opportuniues. So plan
aht·ad lor our visn. Discover a World of Opportunities at Disney.

. 753-1152
From Hwy 641 N. turn
West at Skating Rink - 1 mile
PGA Tachtng Professional
Lynn Sullivan
Golf kqons $20

PRESENTATION DATE: 1oh 1/97 TIME: 6:30PM LOCATION: Freed Curd Auditorium

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: Gina Winchester- 502-763-2907

The Murray State News
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Advance your high-tech ca~eer!
Come visit Texas Instruments
at the Career Fair on October21, 1997
TI is looking for students with the following majors:

~ngineering

Physics
.
Business Majors (technical background helpful)
Computer Science
'

I

'

Math~

MBA (technical background preferable) .
Multiple positions exist in Marketing, Business Planning, Engineering, Software
design and development.

Come·See Us About
· Opportu~ities atTI!
E-mail resumes to: resume@ti.com (reply via internet
using ASCII text). If you must fax, you must use the
following to ensure that the OCR (Optical Character
Reader) can accurately scan your resume: 1) 12 pt.
font, 2) Arial or Courier font, 3) FAX control set to
"tine" and 4) use white laser quality paper. FAX

resumes to: (972) 488-4631. Indicate Departme nt
ANMSU 1017 on your resume. Equal Opportunity Employer.

THE WORLD LEADER IN
DIGITAL SIGNAL PRoCESSING SoLUTIONS

VISIT OUR

www.ti.com
HOME PAGE

